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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of Study
The great importance of fuels and their utilization to 
the industrial and domestic progress of cities and nationst 
has directed the attention of many of our leading scientists, 
engineers, and forward looking peopLe to new ways by which 
our fuel resources can be so utilized to bring many benefits 
to the general scale and plane of living, Utah is fortunate 
in having received many years of state and federal cooperative 
study of her oil shale and coal resources, with respect to 
their by-products.
These studies have proved the reserves of oil in oil 
Shales and coals of Utah to be very extensive, and many times 
greater than any of the present proved petroleum fields.
Recent research and experimental evidences are changing 
with respect to the order of development of the oil shale and 
coal reserves. It has been the generally accepted idea that 
Oil shale was j.a more likely source Tof oil uhan coal. In- 
&£ustrial activity, also, has tended more in the development
OIL RESE3V3S IIT OIL SHALE A1ID COAL DEPOSITS 01? UTAH
And the Economic Factors Affecting their Utilization
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of oil shales than coal for production of oil in the past.
But later developments in the manufacture of oil from coal 
are tending to reverse the situation.
The common argument in relation to developments of an 
industry for the manufacture of oil from shales and coal is, 
that these reserves be saved as an emergency supply in times 
of national stress or exhaustion of petroleum reserves# The 
argument is unsound and not "based upon good economic reason­
ing. in respec# to development and utilization of the re­
sources for the good of the public in general.
Sufficient Bvidence will be presented to prove that there 
are localities in which most advantageous economies will be 
had in development of an industry for manufacture of oil 
from these reserves.
It has been the attempt to show that such is the case 
in some parts of Utah and that in these districts manufacture 
of oil from oil shale and coal can be done profitably. Such 
procedure would not agitate the present marketing conditions 
Of, petroleum, but would tend to alleviate many of the present 
problems, if developed under the proper organization.
A solution of the 11 smoke problem" in the cities may also 
be had by the distillation of oil and other products from coal, 
*LtiiiLttle 1 oss in the value of the raw material for heating pur- 
0868 #
Consideration of the problems connected with the pro-
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duction of oil from oil shales and coals has been divided 
into separate chapters, because of the different methods 
used in the process and reltaionship of the products yielded.
For those who are familiar with the methods of distillat­
ion and manufacture of products from oil shale and coal,the 
descriptive reading material may be eliminated by reference 
to the table of contents and following the topic headings. 
Those unfamiliar with these procedures will find it most ad­
vantageous to read fully the descriptive material, in order to 
receive a thorough understanding of problems involved.
Econooic Importance of Petroleum
Petroleum is claimed to be the oldest natural product 
used by man, but its use was very limited until about 1859f 
because of the limited supply. Oil and oil products were 
known and used before this date in large quantities, but this 
product wa3 the oil distilled irom coals and oil shales.^
The first discovery of oil by drilling was in Pennsylvan­
ia* 1859, at a depth of about 70 feet.^ The discovery was 
quite accidental, but in a short time many other wells were
See History of Oil Shale, Coal,
Oil, American Petroleum Institute, pa^e 39
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drilled amd many miles of pipe line were laid for the pur­
pose of conducting the oil to refineries. The industry has 
grown rapidly and is one of the most important in the nation. 
The estimated total investment in 1906 was eight hundred mil­
lion dollars* and in 1931 it exceeded twelve billixm according 
to the Federal Trade Commission.
In 1930 there were estimated to have been more than one 
million five hundred thousand men employed in the petroleum
V
industry
The following table will illustrate the emount of Petro­
leum products manufactured in one year in the United Spates and 
Utah:
Table A--- Production of Petroleum and Petroleum Products: 1930
Product United States^ Utah3
Crude petroleum from wells,!bbls 980,000,000 8,000
Gasoline, Kfg. from petroleum, 
barrels 377,000,000 1,330,000
Kerosene, iofg, from petroleum, 
batrels 60,000,000 125,000
Lubricating oils, barrels 35,000,000 
§425,000,000
100,000 
§ 1Q0.000Gas and oil fuels, value
1« World Almanac, 1931 
2 m Idem
3* Utah Oil Refining Company
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The industry is so inter-related with others that it 
would have disastrous effects, if the products of petroleum 
were suddenly taken out of use.
Substitutes for Petroleum
A seriously disturbing feature of the petroleum industry 
is that the supply of petroleu# is very undeterminable. This 
fact and the high price of the products in some localities 
have encouraged considerable investigation for a substitute 
should the reserve become exhausted. In a few instances oil 
fields have been thought to be depleted, but deeper wells and 
extensions of the ones already drilled have opened up new
* * S t , *
supplies more abundant than the first. However, the chief 
source of difficulty at present in the petroleum fields is the 
fact that there is an almost uncontrolable over-production, 
which has caused tremendous unrecoverable losses of this pro? 
duct.
Possible substitutes for petroleum are as listed by Ur. 
Martin Gavin,**" electricity, alcohol, and the by-products of 
oil 3hale and coal. He also states that the first two may 
never be of great consequence in this respect.
1* Oil Shales, Dept. Int. Bulletin 810, page 60.
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Electricity is 'being used by railroads and trolley lines 
and is a chief source of domestic heat, but for the aeroplane, 
automobile, and ships ,the great storage and transmission line 
difficulties will eliminate it from these fields of use. As 
a matter of fact, great quantities of petroleum products are 
utilized by the electrical industry itself.
Alcohol may be used for fuel in engines designed for com­
pression higher than those ordinarily used v/ith gasoline. A 
mixture of alcohol and benzene Till make a very gocd motor 
fuel, but the difficulty of handling v;ill retard its use. Al­
cohol evaporates so rapidly that it is difficult to keep it in 
a fuel tank.
Hr. Abraham says, "That there is probably sufficient re­
serves for the production of alcohol to last the American 
people for one Sunday afternoon outing in their automobiles."***
Shale oil is generally considered first in order and the 
most likely substitute for petroleum. However, the develop­
ments in distillation of oil from coal may cause a change in 
the situation in certain teritories. There is no appreciable 
difference in shale oil and oil from coal, except that the yield 
of oil per ton is generally greater from oil sliale. This is ,
1. Asphalts and Allied Substances, Abraham, page 156.
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not the case with cannel coal.
The subject will be considered in detail in Chapters two 
and three, but it may be well to note at this tine that in 
the distillation of oil from coal, there are other by-products 
associated in the production that may cause a change in the 
importance of the position of oil as a source of productive 
revenue.
The current demand for the by-products associated in the 
distillation of these materials will have considerable weight 
in determining whether one will be utilized in preference to 
the other.
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CHAPTER I 
The Petr ole con Situation in Utah
The average consumption of petroleum in Utah for the 
year 1930 was 7,500 "barrels daily.*1" Prom this amount of 
petroleum there was for the year a total of 1,300,000 
barrels. (55,930,000 gallons ) of gasoline produced* Ap­
proximately two and seven tenths barrels (111.7 gallons ) 
were produced per person in the state, as compared to three 
and one tenth barrels (130*3 gallons) for the United States* 
The per capita consumption for the State of Utah for the 
same year was two and nine tenths barrels (118.6 gallons).
There is no appreciable amount of petroleum produced 
in the state. The total amount of the petroleum consumed 
in the manufacture of gasoline as shov/n in Table £Jo. 2 was 
imported. A considerable quantity of refined gasoline is 
imported into Utah, and some of the gasoline manufactured 
in the state is exported.
The following tables will show the monthly production 
and consumption of gasoline over a period of years to il~
1. Courtesy of Utah Oil Refining Company.
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NET TAXABLE GALLONS OF GASOLIEE SOLD III UTAH, 1923 to 1931
Units — 1,000,000 gallons
Ilonth 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931
Jan* .52 2.08 1.09 2.49 2.63 2.78 3*11 3*71 3*79
Feb. 1.04 1.23 1.79 2.01 2.02 2.73 3.65 3*51 3*79
Liar. 1.83 2.07 2.63 2.36 2*36 3.81 3*70 4*13 3.53
Apr* 2.67 1.90 1.39 2.77 2.51 3.44 4*38 5*85 4.57
Hay 2.67 2.53 2.84 3.74 3.59 4. 66 5*55 5*52 5.51
June 2.78 2.81 <5.52 3.61 4.11 4.78 5*51 5*86 5.21
July 2.54 2.88 3.99 3.61 4.70 4.99 6.07 6* 65 6.20
Aug. 2.39 3.16 2.52 3.99 4.28 4*89 6.12 5*89 7.29
Sept. 2.51 2.57 3.00 3.69 4.05 4*78 5.44 5*46 5.82
Oct. 2.34 2.58 3.08 3.19 4.39 4*26 5.33 5*32 5.36
110 V. 1.83 2.51 2.49 2.92 3.23 3*59 4.65 4*4-4 4.92
Dec. 1.89 2.86 2.87 2.54 2.88 3*10 4.03 3*79 4.79
Tot. 21.01 29.18 31.21 36.92 40.75 47*81 57*54 60*13 60.74
Table No. la
GALL01IS OP GASOLI::e mv.W'AcvJHED i:I UTAH SINCE 1923
Units — 1,000 ,000 gallons
Hon th 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931
Jan. 2.39 2. 59 2*68 3 *84 4*47 3*91 4* 06 4*24
Feb. 2. 46 2.53 2*19 3*11 4*03 2*93 3*52 4 * 61
IJar. 2.77 4.15 1.31 3* 37 3*63 4*08 4*27 4.25 3.99
Apr. 3*13 4.13 2.38 3.38 3*50 4*16 4*27 4.29 4*23
May 2.55 3.49 2.46 3.52 3*58 4*95 4.78 4*96 4*45
June 2*63 3.19 2.42 3.21 3*39 4*40 5*38 5.02 4*60
July 2.28 2.85 2.62 3 .41 3*72 5.00 4*50 4.78 4*25
Aug. 2.35 3.24 2.43 3.81 3*80 4*96 5.33 5 * 64 4*55
S ept. 2*15 2.89 2*66 3*51 4.17 4.71 5.35 5*79 4.01
Oct* 2.58 2*78 2*87 3*19 4*56 4.43 5.89 4*66 4.04
Nov* 2.37 2*58 3*22 3*36 4*23 4*o8 4* 93 4*73 1.93
Dec* 2*61 3*05 3*15 3*48 4*27 3*88 4.57 4.24 4.15
Tot. 25*42 37*20 30*64 36.61 45*80 53.45 5 o * 13 55*93 49*05
Table Ho. 3b
S;ource of Tables — Office of the Secretary of State*
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GiiSQLIKE C0NSU*iM> JLh UI/vti —— 19^ *3 to 1.31
- in millions gallons -
Table No. 2
The Utah Cil Aefining Company is the only petroleum 
rofinir,.- organization of any inportmce ir. the Stale of Utb.ii. 
i\ot all the gt-soline manufactured in the stele in consumed 
here, There is considerable amounte of the manufactured 
olire exported to surrounding states, I/< r^e amounts of refined 
garolineare i-norted into Utah by the various dirtributin-, companies.
The total amount of the crude petroleum consumed in zne manu- 
facture of the gt soline. as shown in the table was imported from 
surrounding states. Except for a small production in t ..e /ir^in 
field, Utah is entirely deper.dent upon external sources for the 
supply of r'etroleum at the present time.
1 . Information fathered at the Cffice of the becretary of Stute.
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lustrate the growth of the industry. The.per capita con­
sumption increased i'rom approximately sixty tv/o gallons in 
1925 to one hundred eighteen and six tenths gallons in 19. 0. 
There was a decline from the gener 1 tre:.d in 1951 due to 
the business crisis, but there was a net increase over the 
previous year of four hundred and ten thousand gallons.
History of Development in Utah
The State of Utah has baen the scene of more or less 
prospecting for oil and gas since 1891. As a whole, the 
results have been disappointing. A small production of oil 
froia the Virgin Field in the southwestern corner of the 
dtate is the only commercial result, . In the southeast­
ern corner of the State, in Sen Juan county, a small amount 
was discovered, but this locality is so isolated that the 
oil was used locally for drilling fuel.
The neighboring States of Wyoming, Colorado and 2'ew 
Mexico have producing oil fields, s me cf which are uite 
near the Utah border. However, there are'no important 
oil pools so far discovered in Utah, despite a large num­
ber of favorable structures and much drilling. The quest 
has , however, disclosed eight ?as fields, but they are 
so far removed from important consuming centers that only two
Digital Image ©  2006 D.CLARENCE SCHMUTZ. All rights reserved.
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are being used, one at Cisco, for the manufacture of car­
bon black, and the o^her is in Ashley Valley. The gas from 
the Ashley Valley v/ell is piped to Vernal, Utah and sold for 
commercial consumption.^
Helium was found in the territory in Grand county, al­
so carbon dioxide gas used for production of dry ice, but is 
as yet too expensive, because of inefficiency in utilization, 
to be commercially adopted.
Probably the first oil well drilled in Utah was ‘^ y Bam­
berger and Millis near the town of Green River in 1891. The 
well was drilled to a depth of 1,000 feet, but no oil was 
found. Sonn after this, there were twenty or more wells 
drilled near Farmington, north of Salt Lake City, some be­
ing drilled 2,000 feet deep. Shallow wells produced some 
gas but no oil. Attempts were made to furnish Salt Lake 
City with gas from this field. These were successful for a- 
bout nineteen months, during which time 166 million cubic 
feet of gas were obtained, but the endeavor was abandoned a- 
bout 1897.2
In 1907 oil was discovered near the town of Virgin,
2
by Patrick Holehan. i'here was a short lived "boom1* but no 
fufrtner discoveries at tiE time.
1. History of Gras and Oil Activities in Utah, R. II. Larsen, 
page 3.
2. Idem, page 2
3. Idem, page 2
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Drilling beg?m in the San Juan region, near Mexican 
Hat, and in 1908 oil was discovered. The well was claimed 
to he a gusher, throwing oil seventy feet into the air. 
Activity continued until 1912 with no Ooher favorable re­
sults. Host of the wells in this territory were shallow. 
There were more than seventy-five wells drilled, many gave 
oil 3howings sufficient to hold the claims, but only six 
were found to produce notable quantities. These producing 
wells were nil within a radius of one and one quarter mile 
of a common corner.1
The oil is a paraffin base from about three to seven 
percent by volume, specific gravity of about .85 , average.
It is dark green to black in color and very low in content 
of sulphur, about one to four tenths percent.2
There are several oil seeps along the canyon walls 
of the San Juan river. These seeps are very small, but 
the oil coming from them gives an indication of being high 
in gasoline c o n ten t .3 This field is about 400 hundred 
miles from Salt Lake City and about 170 miles from the 
nearest railroad, at Thompson, Utah.
In 1911 and 1912 drilling was begun in the Uinta i*asint
1. U .S .O .S . Bulletin 751, page 125
2. U .S .G .S . Bulletin 431, page 125
3. U.S.J-.S. Bulletin 751, 140
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Gree.. River, Deseret, and the upper portion of San Juan 
County. V/ith the opening up of large areas to prospecting 
under the oil and gas permits in 1920, activity was begun by 
numerous large companies. Favorable oil and gas showings, 
oil seepages, exposures of saturated oil sands and shales, 
and large suitable structures gave rise to the hope that 
some of the major structures of that territory contained 
profitable oil pools. The results of the prospecting in 
this territory, however, have been expensive and disappoint­
ing to date.
The first well started by a major company was the 
Circle Cliffs well, drilled by the Ohio Oil Company, 1921.
In the same year drilling began at Farnham, Huntington,
Salt Was}j,San .Raf eal Swell, and Caineville. Among the 
wells reporting favorable results of oil were the Cresent 
Eagle, Moab, and Cane Creek wells. The spectacular show­
ing of the Frank Shafer well at Cane Creek in 1925, pro­
bably added more impetus to the prospecting than any other.
A drilling campaign resulted in the next two years in the 
southeastern part of the state, but wildcat activity some­
what lessened in 1929 and 1930
Hear the Green Hiver field and to the north and west 
there was considerable activity carried on in search of 
oil in the territory knov;n as the San Rafeal Swell. It is
1 .History of Oil and Gas - Utah - Page 3
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believed that this field 3s connected with the Green 
River area. There were more than forty five wells drilled 
in this field, the most of which were completely dry.
The geological structure of the San Rafeal Swell was 
considered very favorable for oil prospecting. Three deep 
test wells were drilled. The Garter Oil Company drilled 
to 3035 feet* drilling began in July 1921. The Utah Oil 
Refining Comply drilled another in 1923, to the depth of 
3120 feet. Gas was struck in this well. It was found to 
be non comb us table , chiefly carbondioxide, v/ith notable 
quantities of helium. Accordingly, the entire area was 
closed as Helium Reserve Ho. 1, Llarch 21, 1924.^
The Virgin field, near Virgin City, is the only 
Commercial producing oil field in the State of Utah, at 
the present time. Oil is found there at shallow depths, 
from five hundred to seven hundred feet. The oil must 
aL1 be pumped and only in limited quantities. There are 
some wells from which thirty barrels have been pumped per 
day, but the average will not exceed ten for the producing 
wells in the field. Prom the records of shipment from 
the well, which were obtained by visiting the field,the 
total amount of the oil shipped in 1931 did not exceed
8,000 barrels, the most of which wa3 used for roads a.nd 
heating purposes. There is a refinery in Ced r City, some
1 .History of Oil and Gas - Utah - page 4
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fifty miles away and some of the oil is refined into 
gasoline which is distributed to the local market by the 
Utah Parks Oil Company* ThB gravity of the oil in this 
field is about *85 and it is of a paraffin base.
This field is situated on the upper crest of the 
Hurricane Fault, and oil men and geologists are agreed 
that the cruentity is likely to be very limited. The av­
erage cost of drilling well3 in the field will net exceed 
$1 ,000 .00 , now that the formation is fairly well known.
About twenty miles to the west and south of the Virgin 
Field there have been attempts to find oil, on wh t is 
known as Virgin Dome. One hole was drilled to the depth 
of about 3000 feet, but no oil was found in commercial 
quantity. Y.Tork was begun in 1915 and An Dec* 50th 1931 it 
v/as learned by the author that they cased the well to 
test for production, but so far the test has been unsuc­
cessful.
In 1929 the Mil- American well Ko. 1 was started on 
the Bloomington Dome, about 7 miles souih of St. George.
The well was drilled to 2900 leet when it was capped and 
the machinery nuved about two miles further south. The 
first well was reported as being off structure. The new 
location was drilled to a depth of 3200 feet vfoen drilling
was stopped to case and test fcr commercial production, but 
there has been no favorable report to the present time, al«
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though at the time, it was reported that very good showings 
were had. Other wells ere "being drilled but heve not reach­
ed formation levels*
The following tables are presented to core fully il­
lustrate the extensive explorations for petroleum in Utah 
and the results of these drillings*
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RESUIAJS OF ThE YiiAHLY DRILLING ACTIVITY,, 1991. to 1832, UTAil
Yearly Total *eils Drilled Accumulated ,.ells Drilled* Total
Producing Shut. In or Abandoned
Year Cil Gas■ Vry Total Oil Gas Cil Gas Jjry Total N
1891 1 1 1 1
1393-4 20 20 21 21
1899 2 * 2 23 23
1900 0 3 • 26 26
1902 1 1 27 27
19 O'' 2 2 29 29
1907 3 15 15 o Xw* 44 47
1908 1 o 10 4 53 57
1909 2 ID 12 6 6 c* 69
1910 c 10 12 6 73 81
1911 18 18 8 91 99
1912 18 18 8 109 117
1913 3 3 8 112 120
1914 1 1 8 113 121
1915 1 1 8 114 122
191® 1 1 . 8 115 123
1918 3 3 8 118 126
1919 2 2 8 120 128
1920 4 t 6 124 138
1921 14 14 8 138 146
1922 1 13 14 9 151 160
1923 2 6 8 11 157 168
1924 4 3 15 O O 15 3 172 190
1925 5 o 14 22 20 6 186 212
1926 1 3 13 17 21 9 ' 199 239
1927 9 4 29 35 3 6 20 7 228 264
1928 4 7 20 31 6 10 21 10 2<8 OQC
1929 10 1 2t) 31 8 9 29 12 268 3-^6
1930 11 1 10 22 10 6 oo 17 278 348
1931 4 8 12 14 290 SCO
Tot-sl 52 22 286 360 360 6
Explanatory 2,'otOCJ
1, Twenty v. abls near Farmington furnished some lake b•?d 51 s after 1893-'
v/hich v/af piped to Salt La’:e City. Not listed as prod'cers.
2. All oil v.ell S 115 tod are ir the Virgin and San Juan fields. i>etb il s
of errat1c production pr vious to 1927 not known . flil used loci lly
or for fuel pre*ious to 1927. Production oi individual v/elis I'ron one t
thirty barrels dwlly,
3, Figures are of end of yei r.
X. Souq pumping done between 1907 and 1926, details unable to obtain. 
Table No* 3
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Table I?o. 4 --Classification of the 7/ells Drilled in Utah,
By Depth-— Counties.
Depths — in feet -- num­ num
ber ber
Y/ells between O' and 500* 60 Total under 500' 80
it 500' a:j& 10001 148 " 11 10001 2228
i 1000' It 20001 56 " 2000* 284
i 2000' II 3000* 41 IT " 3000* 32o
i 3000* II 40001 21 " " 40001 346
» 4000' If 5000* 7 11 f! 5000* 353
t 5000’ II 60o0f 7 11 11 6000* 360
No we 11s over 6000'
Counties— UO. of Lo. of
V/ells Wells
Y/ashington 110 Duchesne 1
San Juan 74 Juab 1
Grand 60 Kane 1
Salt lake 22 Tooele . 1
Emery 17 Beaver 0
Uintah 24 Cache 0
Boxelder 13 • Davis 0
Millard 8 Iron 0
Utah 6 Llorgan 0
Carbon 5 Piute 0
Daggett 5 Rich 0
Y/ayne 5 Sevier 0
Garfield 3 Y/asatch 6
San Pete 2 Y/eber ___ 0
Summit 2
Total 360
1. History of Oil and gas Activities in Utah, B. K. Larsen
page 12.
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Table Ho. 6
TABL3 OF SELLS DRILLED IN UTAH, SHOWING FINDINGS, DEPTH, & APPROXIMATE COST T 


















Snptre Petroleum Co 
liidwe stern Oil Co.
Dry 




Phillips Petroleum Co* Dry 
Utah Southern Oil Co. Granite 
" " '• " Granite & CD
Utah Pe*^roleum Co. Gas 
Ailson & Cranner Dry,little gas 












San Rafeal Swell--Farnham Anticline:
San Rafeal Carter Oil Company Dry 3100 100,000.00
Farnham (nec<r Price) Utah Oil Co. Carbonddoxide gus 3260 220,000.00
Farnham Fulton Pet. Co. " 3100 60,000.00
V/oodside Utah Cil Co. helium & CO 3250 130,000.00
Cisco M " '• Oi}-gas 2000 100,000.00












*• " " Shou oil
;iidv/estern Oil Co. Dry
'* " " Snowing, oil
Utah Pet. Corp. Jrtinits 
























J .  P . Thomas Dry hioer.kopi lim e 12,17
V irg in  F 3t . Cor^ Showing o i l ,  Kaibab 1410
•i -t •• •» »• Su '.ei 2195
" " " O i l ,  comasrcit.l 700
Utah Pc.rks E et . Co. O il " COG
V irgin  Do ae C il Showing, Addv.ell l i ne  340w
i.iidAmerican Cil Dry rj800


















The above may or mayAbe rep^Qgentative of the^xploretions of the stite 
but were on'iy those v;her3 couplets inform* tion was available.
T* Mr. Kd. Batson, ex-iiela ; eolo^ist, Utah Cil Co.
? • In; or :u.t 1 or. \ ou’otf ul.
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Production
So far, actual production of oil in the S^ate of Utah 
has "been confined to the Virgin and S .n Juan fields, as 
mentioned previously*
The Virgin field produced oil in 1907 from several of 
the first wells drilled. The financial pjanic oi that year 
caused a lapse in activity until 1918. Detailed information 
on the production previous to 1927 is unavailable. 7/hen the 
wells were actively yjumping, the ye: rly production may have 
been greater befcre than since 1927. Some of the early 
wells drilled have been reported to have yielded 30 'barrels 
per day.
7/ells drilled since 1927 have averaged five barrels a 
d“-y, with only one well pumping more than 15 barrels per. day 
for the first month. The oil occurs near the base of the 
Lloenkopi formation (Lower Triassic) between 525 and 825 feet 
beneath the surface. The prolucing wells are mainly in two 
adjoining sections.^
The Production of Oil From the Virgin Field, in the Lasz
Five Years 2
__________________1927 1928 1929 1930 1 1931
Government 1325 2200 3400 3000 
Private 450 1100 4200 5000
Total 1775 3500 7600 8000 80006
1. History of Oil and Gas in Utah, R.M. Larsen, Page 16
2. Idem
3. Estimate from field at Virgin
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The San Juan Field has produced • total of 16,000 bbls. ,  
according to Lir. W.# E. ITevills of Bluff, Utah. Half of this 
was produced in 1903 to 1910 and half in 1924. Host of this 
production came from three wells in 6ne section. The oil 
occurs in several sands near the base of the Persian and 
top of the Pennsylvanian formations. The s nds appear to 
be pockety, and are at depths between 200 and 700 feet in 
the producing area.
All likely formatiore in Utah have been quite thoroughly 
tested. According', to >r. r. . Pack, University of Utah, 
there is but two small areas that might be more thoroughly 
explored. These are: thd area near St George, v,here 
drilling is being conducted at the present time, and the 
area just south of the Uinta mountains. It is also,"very 
unlikely," according to Dr. Pack, " that there is any oil 
at depth not as yet reached by the tests that have been maaew’1
Production of petroleum in Utah from wells then, is
and very likely will continue to be small and with tne 
exception of the small quantity produced in the Virgin field,
Utah is at the present ti.v.e dependent upon the neighboring 
states for her supply of petroleum. This fact has a direct 
bearing upon the attitude to be t°.ken in the development f 
an industry within the st te for the distillation of oil 
frOi.i the reserves of oil shale and coal.
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CHAPTER II 
OIL SHALE
Origin of Oil Shales
Black shales containing volatile matter, and therefore 
capable of yielding inflammable gases arid oil, occur in the 
sedimentary formations of practically all geological ages.
But in limiting the term to "oil shale", v/e include only 
those shales capable of yielding oil by destructive dis­
tillation. There are variations in the grades of oil shales, 
varying i:, amount of oil and other by-products, even with- 
in the same beds* Some shales yield oil by application of 
the ordinary solvents of petroleum, but are not true oil shales, 
the bituminous material having le-.ched into the shale after 
it was deposited. The oil shales, tthich are to be includ­
ed in this study, r>re the true "oil shales", the bituminous 
material yielding oil only to decomposition by heat in the 
absence of air. Such shrles are those found in Scotland,
Hew South Tteles, Jr-nce, ITova Scotia, Colorado, Y/yoming, and 
Utah. These are shales in which the bituminous nrtter was 
inti ately mingled with the org nic m^teri"! rt the time 
of deposition.
The general similarity o,. the geology of oil sh?les 
to that of coals suggest that the geological conditions
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ani processes favorable for the deposition cr mining of 
one were also required for the making of the other* 3oth 
were formed in swamps, lagoonsfdeltas, estuaries and lakes*
A few coal and oil shale deposits were probably formed 
largely or wholly under marine conditions*^
Characterist ics 
Oil shales are usuclly brown or blackish brown in 
color, varying according to the qu* lity of the shale, the 
time of exposure to the elements, the amount of bituminous 
matter and the type of foreigta. material which it impreg­
nates*3
Mr* LI.J* Gavin defines oil shales as a "compact, la­
minated rock of sedimentary origin, yielding over 33 per 
cent of ash and containing organic matter that yields oil 
Twhen distilled, but not appreciably when extracted with
o
the ordinary solvents of petroleum'*1
G.H. Ashley says xhat "%©  line between a coal and a 
shale has never been sharply drawn” but he makes the suggest­
ion, "That material which, when burned, breaks dov.n and yields
an ash that goes thru the grate bars and shows no tendency 
to maintain its original shape is a coal, and that material 
which on burning yields and ash that tends to maintain its
l*Oil Shales — LIcKee— Chapter 2
2* U*S* Dept* Interior, 3 lletin 210 page 26
3* L* C* Xarrick, U. S* Bureau of Hines, Bulletin 249
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original shape is a shale. The exact percentage of ash 
that should distinguish a coal from a shale has not yet 
■been given, "but until more exact figures are available 
it is suggested that material that yields less than 33 per­
cent of ash be considered a coal."'*'
Rich oil shale of good quality, in certain grades, 
resembles good hard wood or leather, and an experienced 
man can tell its quality by the way it curls when cut with 
a sharp knife. Other shales are too tough and stone-like 
to be cut at all and must be broken.
History of The Oil Shale Industry
The production of tars by the dry distillation of wood 
was known at least as early as the latter part of the seven­
teenth century. About this time coal was distilled in 
England for the production of oil and tar, and later coke.
In 1694, KarT:ock, Eele, and Portlbck distilled "oyle from a 
2
kind of stone’1, possibly oil shale. Bituminous coal and
oil shale were distilled as e^rly as 1761 for the production
3
of oils to be used for Materia lledica. But it was not 
until the discovery of the possibilities of the production
1. U.S. Geo. Survey Bulletin 659 page 26
2* Shale Oil cc Tar3- Scheitham - p .l  See also Histor;* of Goal 
following this Study.
3. Dept. Of the Interior Bulletin 210- page 50
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of paraffin and petroleum-like oil3 from the shales in 1830 
that there w:s any very active production of oil from the 
oil shales.
It was in Prance, 1830, where it was first developed 
that paraffin could be obtained by distillation of shale 
oil, but it was 1838 before it really began. In 1839,
Selligue exhibited at a French fair samples of shale oil 
product: light oils, burning oils, he'vy oils, and prraffin.1 
The French industry grew until 1864, when it was practically 
paralyzed by importation of cheap petroleum, from which it 
has never fully recovered.
Although the oil shale industry in Scotland is the 
most highly developed at the present time, it was not until 
1850 that any development began. That year a plant for the 
distillation of oil from "boghead coal” was erected by J mes 
Young. In 1862 this co 1 became exhausted and the oil 
shales were used for the production of oil and other products.
Since 1851, over 140 different complies have entered 
the oil shale industry in Scotland, but in 1910 there existed 
bat six large, active companies. These companies are still 
•in operation, out are consolidated or united intc one 1 *?xge 
holding comp:ny, ,fThe Scotch Oil Shales Ltd.?
1. Oil Shales— McKee pages 50-53.
2 . Report of Scotch Shale Industry, 1925, page 3.
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Cheap petroleum in 1864 had like effects on the oil shale 
industry in Scotland a3 in other countries and only the 1 rar­
est , most favorably situated companies have been able to 
exist. Naturally t;.e best shales were used first and there has 
been a decrease in the yield *of oil per ton even with the im­
provements in methods of dist illation. I’he ammonium sulphate 
production per ton, however, has been nearly doubled. The fol­
lowing; table illustrates the various changes from 1886 to 1925:^
Table IIo. 6a--3y-produet Yield oi Scottish Oil Shales
1886 - 1925.
188 6 1890 1900 1910 1925
Shale production, 1000 lonr;
tons 1,728 2,212 2,282 .3,130 3,080 
Yield of Am. Sulphate, lbs.
per ton 23*4 25.0 36.6 42.2 42.4
Yield of Oil, gals, per ton 31.2 34.7 28.4 25.0 23.0
The shale industry was also developed in Australia in 
1865. Some of the shales yielded as high as 170 gallons of 
oil per long ton. Others averaged from 90 to 100 gallons.
The oil from these high grade shales was also very easily 
refined* the specific gravity being about 0 .85 , A. P. I.. Pet­
roleum was also imported into Australia in competition with 
shale oil production, and the Btitish Government found it 
necessary to subsidize the industry to keep it alive. In 
1919 the shale industries of Australia received from the 
British treasury, a3 a bonus, & 26,406. In 1923 the 3tills
1. See Beport of Scotch Shale Industry, 1925.
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were all shut dovn and the refineries converted to refining 
1
petroleum*
History of Oil Shale Industry in United Spates
In 1860 there v?ere fifty-three oil shale companies in the 
United States, largely in Pennsylvania and Kentucky, produc­
ing oil by distillation of various kinds of bituminous sub­
stances. Llany of them oper ted under licenses from the Young 
Company of Scotland* The methods used were crude and the 
materials treated varied from bituminous and c-nnel coals 
to true oil shales* The desired product was "coal o il", to 
be used as fuel and lamp oil* The industry v/as paralyzed 
by the discovery of petroleum in 1859 'ind has not recovered 
to any marked extent* The retorting still3 were .b ndoned, 
and the refineries converted to refining petroleum, orscrapped.^
Oil shales were distilled in Utah by the Mormons as 
early as 1875 or *80, and the remains of an old still can be 
found near Juab. Other developments in Utah have been 
promoted since and will be discussed later.
Since the discovery of petroleum there has been practic­
ally no commercially successful development in the sh le 
industry. Except for one or two experimental plants by the
1* Dept. Interior— Bulletin 210 page 56
2* Dept. Interior— Bull. 210 — also Eng. cc Mines Journal,
Vol.88, pages 152
o. Oil Shales— LIcKee, page 22.
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United States Bureau of Iuines, and one priv- tely oper .ted
1
plant at Elko, Ilevada, the oil-shale industry can hardly 
be said to have existed in the United States, except in 
the literature of promotion concerns. In 1914 Woodruff
c
and Day published the results of an investigation of the 
oil shales of the Green River formation ir. Colorado, follow­
ed by other governmental reports of Winchester.^ They claimed 
that oil could be extracted from the deposits in Colorado, 
Wyoming, and Utah. This developed considerable interest in 
the possibilities of an oil shale industry. Complies came 
into existence like toad stools and claims were staked and 
patented, but only one approached the commercial scale and 
that was the one mentioned at Elko. From 1918 to 1920 there 
was further excitement and activity in the promotion of the 
shale industry and m.ny attempts were made to commercialize 
this resource. There were also many fake promotion companies 
that did much ftarm to the industry, as is registered in an 
Oil Shale Conference held in Denver in January, 1924.4
In this recent development of the oil shale industry, 
ITevada holds the record far having the first commercial sized 
oil shsle plant to run continuously. There have, however,
1. The Catlin Shale Prodacts Company
2. U.S. Geo. Sur. Bull. 641 Report of Woodruff and Day.
3. U .S. Geo. Survey Bulletin 7H9.
4. Col. Sch. Mines Quarterly Jan. 1924.
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”been many other p in ts  established. The Llonarch Oil Shale 
Company oeg&n operations in 1924 at Debeque, Colorado. The 
Bureau of Hines established an experiniental plant at Rull- 
inson, Colorado, 1925, and operated in 1927 and again in 
1929.
The main activity in Utah, aside from t„e work of the 
station of the Bureau of Mines, at Salt Lake City, was at 
V/atson. The Ute Oil Company, with holdings on the Y.’hite 
River, was organized in 1919. The first attempt failed, but 
it was reorganised in 1924. This company held on patentf 
nine clai..s of rich oil shale lrnd. Tvvo veins, 26 feet in 
thickness which c n be worked as a single.vein, under.-lie 
the entire property. There is , in .addition, probably more 
than a hundred feet of unproven shrJLe in this deposit. Tests 
from these properties show an average yield of 60 to 50 
gallons per ton. The Watson Company, in 1924, held by pat­
ents and registers1 certificates 5,5u0 acres of such land 
at Watson, and 65,000 acres of which full assessment work 
had been done in the Uintah County near Y/atson.^
Oil Shale Deposits in Utah
Oil shales of the Green River formation occur in
1. Oil Shales — IJcXee, page 139.
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northwostern Colorado, southwestern Wyoming, and north­
eastern Utah in Uinta, Duchesne, Carton and Wasatch counties. 
Of the three states, Utah contains the largest deposits 
now known.
In Eocene time a lake basin occupied the* regions*
In the Tertiary period there was r-nother large lake to the
south of this ba3in. It was during these times that the
shales were deposited. Prom the sediments of the inflows
of these lakes the basins were built up and the Wasatch, Green
River, Bridger, and Uinta formations ware deposited, having
a total thickness of several thousand feet, all of which of
1
course, do not yield oil*
During the deposition of the upper half of the Green 
River formation the geological conditions were, at times, 
favorable for the formation of the oil sh°les, and they 
occur in bands and strata ranging from 75 to 80 feet in 
thickness. In many instances they are sharply set off 
from the underlying and overlying strata, while in others 
there is a gradual transition from rock practically free 
from bituminous matter to lexers which will yield on the 
average as high as 60 to 80 gallons of oil per ton, and from
this again to almost barren rock. Thin layers may be found
1. Information obtained from Dr. F .J . Pack.
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that will yield 90 g lions of oil per ton, and strata
from three to ten feet in thickness which will average
1
60 to 70 gnllons. These shales v.ill yield upwards of 20 
pounds of ammonium sulphate per ton*
The oil shales in Utah and surrounding territory are 
comparatively much above the average in their yield of 
by-products as shown in the following tables.
Table No. 7—  Yield of Shale Oil and Ammonia From
Various Oil Shales2
Deposits Yield per ton of Shale 
_________________________________ Tar, gals. All.ionia. Lbs.
to 55 6 to 70
Ximmeridge, Englnnd ................ . 10 to 40 10 to 50
Coorangitia, New South Wales. . 14 to 150 20 to 30
Orepuki, New Zealand................ . 20 to 40
to 50 67 to 100
to 25 0 to 10
to 80 5 t 0 15
United States:
Eastern States • . ............ 4 to 45 0 to 10
Colorado ard Wyoming . . . . 15 to 90 22 to 34.
to 90 20 to 50
TablelTo. 8 .shows now the yields of these two products 
correlate with each other as found from samples of oil sh°le in 
Utah. The yield of nitrogen, the source of ammonium sulphate
1. Oil Shale — LIcKee— pages 64- 67
2. U .S. Geo. Sur. Bull. 210, page 28
3. Oil Shale— LlcXee, page 64
4. The Columbia Steel Corporr.tion, Provo, reports that
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Table No. 8
1 1 C f  X x j .  C x L  o h A l u  \ r^ . i1 Ci \i " r^wi  xci'<  
^nd the ‘/ield of Cil * ron the Sa ie bhale
j^llons of oil per ton v^OGQ) lbs.
Nitrogen in shale is desirable, it is the source of the 5ul/A-monium.
Its presence in no way deteriates Iron the quality of the shale oil, as* 
do^s sulphur, but bears a -narked relation with the yield of oil. This 
close relation shows that the nitrogen is also largely organic rather 
t.:ar. nireral. Ihe sulphur in the shcile, amears to bear r.o relc-tior to 
the oil yield, and is derived largely rron inorganic natter in the shale.
Ir this is the case, then it should be less difficult to prevent it from* 
entering -the shale oil to damige the compounds. U.S. ^eo. 3ur. 6. 720 p 17
xJany Utah rht.les are free from sulphur, so-ne have limited a-no^ nt®
•nuch less than Colorado. U.S.Cieo. Sur. 3. 729 p 60-71
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bears a close relatio .ship to the quantity of oil in the 
shale. The yield of the oil produced from the shale, 
as found in Table Ho. 8 , is comparatively high.















Gals. t>er ton . . . . 49.5 35.7 59.1 16.4 15.0
Gravity of Oil, A .P .I . . 24.3 23*5 28.0 28.8 17.8
Tops (to 275° C)
Gnls. per ton . . . . 17.7 13.5 22.2 6.1 6.1
Percent of toes and
Scrubber Haptha . . . 29.6 
Tops and Scrubber naphtha,
37.8 40.9 40.9 40.9
Gals, per ton . . . . 18.5 13.6 25.7 6.7 6.7
The samples of oil shale in the above table were 
supposed to be representative of the deposits, rind not pick­
ed from the most favorable spots. It may, therefore, be 
assumed that the Utah shales are very hi^h in comparison 
to other shales in yield of by-products.
from actual production in their coke pi nt, a yield of twenty 
to twenty-five pounds of *mmonium sulphate per ton of shale. 
This yield is in the absence of the use of steam, which is 
not conducive to the highest efficiency in ammonia production.
5. American Petroleum, Supply and Demand, page 144.
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A comparison of the yield of the Scottish oil shale 
v;ith that of Uintah Basin, Utah, will be found in the 
fcllov;ing table:
Table Uo.lO--fractionation of Uintah Basin and
Scottish Shale 0il2-
Product Percent, by volume 
____________________________ Uintah Basin^ Scotland-*-
Naphtha, (gasoline) . . . 7 to 12 9.9
K e r o s e n e ............................ 28 to 50 30.
Asphalt ...................  . . .5 to 4*1
P a r a f f i n ............................ 1.6 to 9.2 9.5
Sulphur ............................ .4 to 1.4 1.5
N i t r o g e n ...........................  .9 to 2.2 3
It Y7ill be noted that the yield of products from 
Scotch sh :le oil and that which m y be produced from the 
Uinta Basin is very similar. However, the light oil yield 
may be greater in the 7int h shale oil.
Since the publication of the bulletin from v;hieh 
this table was taken , they have discovered a new method of 
treating a crude before distilling. The oroce33 i3 called 
cracking. By this method the yield of gasoline may be in­
creased to 70 percent of the crude.
The size of the deposits of oil sh*le in Utah is
1. Calculated from tables in U.S. Dept. Int. Bull. 210
2. U .S . Geo. Survey Bulletin 691, page 43
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tremendous. To give the number of acres a:H the number of 
tons of shale that will yield an average of so m ny gallons 
of oil and the number of pounds of ammonium sulphate x^ er 
ton would be meaningless.
A comparison of the quantity of petroleum that has 
been produced since the discovery of this product and the 
amount of shale oil that is held in reserve in the oil shale 
deposits of Utah, i3 given by Dr. R. H. LIcKee. In his book 
on ©il Shales, published in 1925, he says, "Since the dis­
covery of petroleu... in Pennsylvania in 1859, the United States 
has produced about ten billion barrels of oil from v:ells, 
which constitutes about two thirds of the world1s product­
ion, and that there is sufficient oil in the oil shales of 
workable beds in the Green River formation of Utah alone “to 
furnish ten ti..:es the amount1* (one hundred billion barrels.)
This amount would be sufficient to last the whole United 
States for one hundred years at the rste of petroleum pro­
duction of 1929; the greatest productive year in the history 
of the petroleum industry* He further states, ”Tnat there 
is an equal amount in each of the adjoining‘sta/tes, Colorado 
and Wyoming.” On the basis of twenty pounds per ton, the 
estimated reserves of ammonium sulphate in Utah would be
184,318,000 short tons.
The richest oil shale deposits in Utah are those around 
Soldier Summit and Watson. The estimated tons of shale that
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will yield more than 15 gallons of oil per ton, and of which 
60 per cent may be commercially taken, is approximately 
92,159,000,000 tons.^
The number of acres that are underlain T.ith oil shales 
of commercial grades, the quality ranging from 15 to 90 
gallons per ten, are 2,696,000 for Utah alone, of which 
85,584 are set aside for ITaval Reserve. The area of Color-
2
ado and Wyoming are 896,000 and 460,000 acres respectively. 
The author has found differences in the estimations of 
amounts of the possible supply of oil in the shale deposits 
of the western states by different v;riters. Some were much 
higher and some lower than the figures quoted, but due to 
the fact that most of the leading oil shale experts have 
contributed to the source of information referred to, it is 
most likely that the figures therein found °.re more nearly 
correct.
The personnel of authors of this book,"Oil Shale'1,is 
as follows: R. H. McKee, Ph .D ., L L .D .; S. S. 211s, M .K .;
H. J. Gavin, B .£ ., U .S .; R. D. George, II.A ., 11 .D .; R. T. 
Goodwin, Ph .D .; 17. A. Hamor, M .A .; L. C. Xarrick, U .S. ; 
and ii. £. lyder, Ph. D.
I . U. S. Geo. Survey, Bulletin 729, page 102
2 . Oil Shale, HcXeef pasre 80
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The Retorts Used for Distillation
The retorts have, and likely will continue to be mod­
ified to increase their efficiency, add to their duration,
/
and the 3peed of treatment. The general tendency in Scot­
land has been toward the Pumpherston and the Henderson type 
retorts. The nature and principles of the two retorts are 
in major points similar, and the technical differences will 
not be herein discussed. A clear differenciation and des­
cription is given of both in "Asphalts and Allied Substances'1 
by Abrah jn, third edition, pages 252 to 256.
Tiie Pumpherston retort is cylindrical and requires 1800° 
F. at the boitom* The Henderson is rectangular and requires 
1500° F. at the bottom, for the complete distillation of the 
shale. Four retort cylinders constitute an oven, liach re­
tort measures about 30 feet in height, with a large iron hop­
per at the top for charging. The shale is introduced from 
the hopper into the upper cylindrical ca3t iron portion of 
the retort, which is about 11 feet high, two feet in diameter 
at the top and two feet six inches at the bottom. It is in 
this portion of the retort that the actual distillation takes 
place, at about 900° F .,  with the formation of gas and oil. 
Distillation is caused by the hot gases from the lower por­
tion of the retort which is constructed of fire brick. There 
is no other heat applied to the upper portion of the cylinder.
The lower portion of this chamber is heated externally
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to about 1800° 3?#f The source of heat is usually by gas 
and waste oil produced in distillation. A cross section of 
this portion of retort would show a cylindrical, or square 
(if the Henderson type) shaft of shale about 20 feet high, 
enlarging to about three feet in diameter at the bottom.
The shale is supposed to be completely spent or retorted by 
the time it is v:orked to the bottom of this cylinder and 
is discharged mechanically into a funnel shaped hopper, by 
a revolving scraper, or toothed cylinder. This hopper con­
verges in such a manner that the spent shale from all four 
columns in the oven con be emptied into cars and conveyed a- 
way by a 3ingle rail line. The scraper works continuously 
allowing for a fresh supply of shale from the hoppers above. 
The speed or time of distillation of the sh le is regulated 
by the 3peed of this 3craper. The 3pent shale is of little 
value and constitutes an expense in its disposal.
The hot vapors pass out at the top of the retort through 
ducts into headers. A slight vacuum is maintained in the 
retort and stecm is admitted into the bottom of the fire­
brick portion. The steam 3erves to convert the nitrogen in­
to ammonia, increases the velocity of the discharge, reduces 
the ch'-nce of secondary deco.iipositiori of the v pors, in­
creases the yield cf paraffin products, and equalized the 
distribution of the temperature.
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Methods of Recovering Shale Oil
The vapors which le ve the retorts are passed through 
air-cooled pipes, or most usually, a tower of pipes around 
which cold water is circulated. This method tends to speed 
the cooling and preheat the water used in the steam plant. 
Cooling condenses most of the tar and ammoniacal liquor out 
of the vapor# The incondensable vapors are next passed 
through a scrubber, filled with coke or a checker-work of 
wood, and finally through a naphtha scrubber where they are 
washed with an "intermediate oil" obtained in distilling 
the shale oil having a high boiling point a::d a specific 
gravity of .845. This oil extracts any li^ht naphtha not 
previously condensed, amounting to about 2 gallons per ton 
of shale. The naphtha is then separated from the scrubber 
oil by heating the mixture in a still and condensing the 
distillate, which is the naphtha.fgasoline) a:id sometimes re­
ferred to as motor spirit.
The crude tar and ammoniacal liquor are allowed to 
flow from t.:e condensers to separating tanks, where, upon 
standing, the tar rises to the surface a;id is drawn off and 
piped to the refinery. The ammoniacal liquid is taken to 
the ammoniam pi nt and processed for conversion into salts, 
which are used for fertilizer.
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Products Obtained and the Yield
By destructively distilling the Kimmeridge shales of
Englrjid and the Lothian shales of Scotland, the following
products are obtained:1 "
1* Non-condensable gases, averaging 9800 cu. ft . per 
ton (2000 Lbs.)
2. Ammoniacal liquor yielding an average of 40 lbs. of 
ammonium sulphate per tan.
3 •Shale tar, averaging 22 gallons per ton.
4.-Scrubber naphtha, averaging <*.0 gallons per ton.
5. Spent shale, averaging between 75 and 85 per cent
of the raw shale and containing about 2{r percent un­
consumed carbon.
— See Table Ilo. 11.
Gas
The non-ocndensable gases are most usually utilized 
at the still for heating purposes. It is most economically 
used in this manner. The quality is rather low, from 175 
to 300 B .t .u . per cu. foot, a::d when the process is continu­
o u s  this source furnishes the greater portion of the heat.
1. Asphalts and Allies Substances, Abrahsm, also Dept, of 
Interior Bulletin 210, page 80.
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Descri*otion of Procecl\y:e Chart 
Table Ho. 11
"The diagram gives the ordinary procedure at a shale 
oil refinery. The crude products of shale distillation are 
ammonia liquor, crude oil, gas and spent shale. The gas, 
as mentioned before, i3 scrubbed for ammonia and naphtha and 
the scrubber oil, containing the naphtha, is distilled and 
crude naphtha recovered therefrom. The crude naphtha is 
then treated with acid and alkali and redistilled, giving 
various grades of finished naphtha and still bottom, which 
are added to tiie crude burning oil from the crude.
The crude oil, as the dia^r m shows, is first distilled 
giving (l) coke, (2) a crude distillrte, green oil, and (3) 
crude naphtha. The naphtha is treated with acid and soda, 
and yields (4) several finished naphthas, and (5) bottoms, 
which are added to the crude burning oil fracti n of the 
crude distillate.
The crude distillate is treated with acid and soda and 
again distilled yielding (1 ) coke, (6 ) crude burning oil, to 
which is added (5) bottoms from crude naphtha aistilict icn , 
and (7) heav^ *.©il containing paraffin wax. The crude burn­
ing oil (6 ) is chemical ly treated and fractionated into (8 ) 
motor boat oil (a distillate fuel lor internal-combustion mo­
tors of the Diesel type), burning oil (S) and light gas or dis 
tillate fuel oil(10). The burning oil is again treated and
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yields the finished lamp oil or kerosene (11). The heavy 
oil carrying paraffin wax (7) is cooled in refrigerators, 
pressed i.i filter and hydraulic presses, and yields blue oil 
(IE) and hard paraffin scale (13 ), which is mixed with soft 
scale (22 ), obtained in the further processing of the blue 
oil. The hard scale (13) is sweated in a sweating house and 
yields an oil (14) which is added to the green oil (2 ) , or 
crude distillate: wax is mixed with strainings (15), which 
is added to more hard scale (13), and again sweated; and 
various grades of waxes (16), which -re melted and filtered, 
or treated v/ith fuller’ s earth, after which they are ready 
for the market.
The blue oil (12) is treated v/ith acid and alkali, and 
subsequently distilled to coke, yielding finished heavy burn­
ing oil (19), light gas oil (18), heavy gas oil (17), unfin­
ished lubric nts (20 ), and coke (21). A residual oil is 
also obtained and used in making greases. The heavy gas oil 
(17) is separately cooled and pressed, yielding finished gas 
or fuel oil (24) and soft scrle (22), or wax, which is sweat- * 
ed, the final product being miners1 wax (23); or the soft 
scale (2 2 ) is mixed with hard scale for the production of 
finished wax • The unfinished lubric ting oils (20) are 
also separately treated in a similar manner, yielding like 
products, and lubricating oils (25), which are again treated 
v/ith acid and alkali before being ready for the market.
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Jfae diagram and description are necessarily brief 
and perhaps incomplete, because some of t'e processes over­
lap. The Scrubber naphtha is handled sepsrt.tely as noted 
on the diagram. It yields on fractionation still bottoms 
which are added to the crude burning oil."*^
1. This description and diagram were taken from, Dept, of 
the Interior, Bureau of Hines Bulletin, 210 , by Martin J. 
Gavin, 1924. "Oil Shale."
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Ami.ioniacal Liquor
The ammoniaoal liquor obtained from the process is 
treated with stearn under a pressure of 20 to 30 pounds in 
a tower filled with baffle plates* The liquor is run in 
at the top and the steam introduced at the bottom. The 
ammonia is expelled in the gaseous state and recovered by 
passing it into sulphuric acid contained in a vessel-(the 
"cracker box!f). The acid tlised in this purpose is usually 
the waste product from the refinery process. Crystals of 
ammonium sulphate separate when the liquor becomes sufficient­
ly concentrated, and after being dried are marketed as such.
In this manner the ammoni- is separated from the other nitro­
genous bases, including oyridine, contained in the aqueous 
liquor*
Shale Oil
Shale oil usually appears black in main, with a green­
ish fluorescence. It is similar in composition to lignite 
tar, although differing from the latter in containing a 
larger percenta e of nitrogen (1 .1  to 1.5 /o) • Llembers of 
the par if fin and olefin series constitute 30 to 90 per cent 
by weight of the tar, and small quantities of creools and 
phenols are present. The percentage of phenols contained 
in the shale tar is very much snrller proportionately thou
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that present in peat or lignite tars.
The vnlue of the shale tar is in it3 refinement into 
petroleum-like products, the chief of which is the high anti­
knock gasoline yielded.'*’
Scrubber Naphtha
The first liquor to condense out of the hot gases as 
they come off the retort is the naphtha or gasoline. This 
liquor is cleansed and becomes a v luable product for mar­
ket. According to Hr. 1 . C. Xarrick and demonstrateons re­
corded in the report of the Industrial Commission of Utah,
June, 1930, this gasoline is much better in anti-knock 
qualities than *ny of the ethyl treated gasolines.
This gasoline is mixed with and is the same quality as 
the gasoline obtained from defining of the shale tar.
Spent Shale
The residue of the shale, when the distillation is 
complete, must be dumpod out of the way of the plant work­
ings. When shales are not distilled with the application 
of a little or by the sole use of steam ( as will be describ­
ed in coals) there is a little of the ammonium sulphate 
lei't in the spent shale, but where steam is used the shale 
is entirely valueless.
1 . Ind. Com. of Utah. Bulletin 4, 19£0, page 149
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Par affin Wax
In Scctl nd the wax is one oi the chief commercial 
products of the industry# The shale oils are, as stated 
before, relatively high in paraffin, which when proco&sed 
makes a valuable commodity. The current price in Utah for 
wax at the refinery is four cents per pound carlo^ . ship­
ment, and six cents in 100 lb. bags. It is a product pro­
duced in the refining process, a residue after the li^ht 
oils have been driven off. The process is similar to that 
of extraction from petroleum of t e paraffin containing oils. 
Paraffin manufacture is largely adjustable to dem-nd, the 
amount produced is dependent somewhat upor: ti.e ...ethods used 
in distillation of crude oil.
Refining of Shale Oil
Shale tar may be distilled either intermittently or 
continuously. In either case the process consists in heat­
ing the tar in a still to expel the mcisture, whereupon 
either plain or superheated ste-m is introduced through a 
perforated pipe under a pressure of between 10 to 40 lbs..
The Qil is distilled to coke and the following products 
are separated: 1
1 . Dept. Interior, 3 -.lletin 125 pa^e 23
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1 . Non-condensable gases, ranging from one to two cu.ft.
per g .lion of shale tar.
2. Crude naphtha having a specific gravity of 0*74- to
0.76 .
3. So called fTcrude distillate” , or ,fonce-run oil" re­
presenting the fraction between the crude naphtha 
and the coke.
4. A residue oi’ coke approximating 3>o by weight of the
shale tar.
The steam is shut off towards the end of the distillation, 
after the "once-run oil11 has passed over.
The stills used in Scotland for sh le oil refining ere 
of the vertical type from 2000 to 2500 grllona capacity, 
constructed of hemispherical cast-iron bottom, and soft 
malieable-iron cylindrical body to which is attached a dcme 
shaped top bearing the exit pipe. Each 3till is ccn.ected 
with its own condenser.
The refined once-run oil is fr* ctioned either by an 
intermittent or continuous steam distillation process, the 
following products being recovered:**-
1. Heavy naphtha gravity between 0.75 and 0 .77 .
2 . Illuminating oils gravity between 0.78 and 0 .85 , and
a flash point of 125 P.
o. Gas-oil and fuel-oils varying in gravity between 0.85 
and 0.87 having a flash point higher than 150° P. 
These oils are used as fuels, or for manufacture 
of water-gas or enriching illuminating gas.
.4* Lubricating oils having a gravity from 0.87 to 0 .91.
5. Paraffin wax, whi:*h is purified by recrystallization
or "sweating" hiving a fusin^-point between 110 
and 130 F.
6 . Still grease, which represents the distillate passing
1 . Dept. Interior, Bulletin 123, rrrre 27.
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over at the close of the distillation.
7. Still coke, which remains in the still at the cjose 
of the oper tio ;•
The various distillates, with the exception of the still gases, 
are refined further with sulphuric acid and caustic soda, sim­
ilar to the method used for treating the once-run oil • The 
crude par iffin wax is refined by the sweating process. The 
various steps of the process are illustrated in the preceding 
table (ITo . 11 pages 44-45).
Application of the Liethods Used in Scotland to United
Stat es•
In vie?/ of the fact that for different types of shale 
best results from distillation of the materiel will necess­
itate a difference in the method of distillation, also, a 
change in the temperature and duration of heating will ma­
terially eff ct the yield of the by-products. Liethods used 
in Scotland, where the production' of ammonia is perhaps the 
most import nt product, and the shale deposits being of such 
a nature that hi 'h yields are possible, will be somewhat 
different tnan the methods used in America where the most 
important product will be good lubricating oils and high
test gasoline. The ch nges necessary, however, for the pro-
of
duct ion of these differ ent quality products 7/ill be/a com- 
par at iv e but minor nat ur e , the ma j or or in c ip 1 e r ema in i . ig un- 
ch* nged.
It will be kept in mind that the Scotch y)rod. cers are
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not TtUno animo" with regcrds to detailed methods, "but the 
experience of seventy five years activity inis taught them 
great lessons that the American producer c n prof ita ly 
take adv noage of. The changes in the bcotch industry 
were many in the first sixty five years, hut there have 
been few changes in the latter fifteen or twenty. They must 
have reached a satisfactory efficiency for their types of 
shale.^ •
To try to discuss the most efficient method for re- 
t or t ing shale in th is study w ou 1 d , in the wr i t or * s ext irnat i cnt# 
be folly. That is a problem which will have to be worked 
out in the finer details by each individual concern for 
their pnrticul?.r locality, shale deposit, and product desired 
or in demand at the ti e. The important technological feat­
ures referred to in the beginning of this chapter which per­
tains to the Scottish industry, and the outstanding develop- 
ments of the United S ates in recent years, will be technic- 
ally applicable to ny com .erci 1 sh le oil enterprise.
Certain retorting ccnditi* ns produce a high yield of 
oil, but the oil may be of relatively poor quality. Other 
conditi ns m- y give a smaller amount of oil, but of so much 
better quality that it will yield a larger quantity of 
refined products. Cert in methods of retorting will
1. U. S .  Dept. Interior, Bulletin 210.
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leave most of the nitrogen in the spent shale, from which 
it can be recovered as ammonia or ammonium compounds if 
desired# Other conditions will c use more nitrogen com­
pounds to appear in the oil, from which they must be re­
moved in refining# Certain oils of poor quality can be 
greatly improved d preliminary refining* Relatively slight 
changes in conditions of retorting some times have import­
ant influences on the nature of the oil produced, and the 
result of a change may differ in degree with different 
shales# This means then, in general, that those conditions 
and methods that produce at lowest cost the maximum quan­
tity of products for which there is the greatest demand, 
or for which the greatest demand can be created at the 
ti e of production, must be adjusted to t i e  and plant 
location, kinds of shale, and resolves itself into cn in­
dividual problem for each producer and hB will have to ad­
just and choose those processes most applic bl§ to his 
pex t icular s it uati on #
Some of the import nt problems for solutio.. in the 
establishment of an oil sh le industry, that will be common 
to every producer, are: labor supply, supplies (machinery 
equipment, tools, etc .), transportation, marketing of the 
shale products, plant location with respect to complete 
operations, water supply, living quarters for the workers 
and their families, lining of shale and transportation
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to retorts, disposal of spent shrle and climatic conditions 
of the territory where the shale is to be utilized.
Some of these problems that may be particularly d iff­
icult to the establishment of a shale industry in Utah 
will be discussed*
Disposal of Spent Shale
The fact that the spent shale is equal to about 75 
percent of the original volume of the raw shale , the 
problem of disposal cf this waste product may be a burden­
some one. The disposal of this may in some cases equal 
the expense or even exceed that cf bringing the raw shale 
to the retort. For ex mple, the shale deposit may be and 
in many instances is in Utah, as v/ell as the id joining st'tes, 
high on the side or the top of a c nyon v/all or plateau and 
the plant loc tion m y be at the base cf the slope or cliffs.
In such c-'.ses the shale may be very cheaply tr nsported 
from the quarries to the retorts by - trol ey, or cable line, 
or a chute. In such instances the spent sh^le can be 
carried away and disposed of by gravity. Hot all deposits 
will be so favorably situated, hov/ever, and the residue 
may require Considerable transportation in its disposal 
to adequate distance from the p lm t . In fact it m y esren 
; require that it be elevated into great stacks where con­
ditions are not f av or able, as- is the case in Scotlam and
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great mountains of the material are thus built up.
A difficulty in the western country, where conditions 
are such that the pi nt may be on a hi^:er elevation than 
the surrounding country and t,.us lessen the burden in re­
spect to disposal of waste, is that usually the lack of water 
will make this sort of arrangement impractical.
Labor Supply
The establishment of such an industry in the State of
Utah, from the stfind point oi labor supply would be very
beneficial to the development of the state, either in the
ind’.is try itself or other activity stimulated thereby. There
has been for tne last number of years an exodus of about
twenty per cent of the young people in order that they m y
1
find employment. The ava.ila.olc supply labor in Utah is 
a3 hi 'h a type as found anywhere in the United States and, 
therefore, the rate of wages paid to them will have to be 
commensurate to this st udard.
It is iuite unlikely that the labor supply would be 
a serious problem for the establishment of • n oil shale in­
dustry from the st ndpoint of number of laborers. It will 
require approximately one in n per ton oi shale mined and 
processed per day*
1. A. B. Young, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Transportation, Supplies, Equipment and Tools
Transportation facilities to other parts of the country 
are very favorable although comparatively high rates are 
charged. Jhera are tnree import' nt r&il lines to the coast 
and two transcontinental lines converging into Utah points.
Supplies and equipment that could not be locally obtain­
ed v/ould be affocted by this disadvantage in freight rates, 
however, there could be supplied locally all but a small part 
of the most technic 1 equipment.
Living Quarters ard Climatic Conditions
Living quarters for the workers will be a problem only 
with respects to water supply an I will be included in the 
discussion of water supply.
The climatic conditions are favorable to year round 
working.
Marketing of Oil Shale Products.
If the oil shale products are put on the market separ­
ately and in competition with the petroleum industries it 
will likely require a great amount oi capital to demonstrate 
and educate the people to the use of them. The petroleum 
industries are in a much mere advantageous position for the 
distribution and marketing of these products than in any othe 
organization, that could be substituted.
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There is no industry so favorable and economically 
situated a3 the petroleum industry in the development of the 
shale oil manuf actur ing.
Due to prejudical influences the introduction of shale 
oil products will likely require a sacrifice either in the 
price for the same quality,of* a better quality of goods at 
an equal price. Distribution organizations will have to be 
established and facilities and accommodations equal to those . 
of petroleum. The great number of.distributing stations is 
becoming one of the most difficult problems of the petroleum 
industry with the present situation and the introduction of 
more from another enterptise would no doubt effect the prices 
of both products to a more narrow margin of profit.
Water Supply
The question of adequate water supply, in many of the 
possible loc.-tions, is a serious problem, and v.ill require 
considerable deliberation on the part of the entrepreneur.
This is not such a difficult problem in mmy places in the 
eastern part of the United States, or Scotl nd, but particu­
larly is it one in Utah. In a few places water may oe obtain­
ed by drilling and developing springs , in other places it 
may be had by diverting water from streams or impoiyidirtf? of 
the flood wa^er. These tv/o methods will tend to make the 
problam more costly and difficult in determination and loca­
tion of the olsnt.
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Irrigation in the west, especially Utah, has and is 
using nearly all the available water from most of the small 
streams. It may be next to impossible to obtain sufficient 
water at or near the deposit of sh le , and therefore, the 
shale will have to t>e transported to the nearest avr il^ble 
water supply.
It is estimated that it will require from one hundred
fifty to two hundred fifty gallons of water for every ton of
1
shile treated. This includes only the operations of the 
retorting and ref ini. g units. In addition there must be 
water for mining, also large quantities must be supplied for 
domestic lues at the plants anl mines.
The per capita water requirements for mining, construct­
ion and operating plants, varies according to climatic con­
ditions and type of workmen, usually from six to one hundred
2
fifty gallons daily. At the Scottish shale works about one 
hundred gallons are required per person dr.ily, and there is 
about one person to each ton of shale treated at the plant 
per day.
Economies nr.y hp effected ir) the amount; of water required
for refining and retorting through the condensation arid reuse
1. Oil Shale, LIcKee, p^ ige 146
2. Uses of TCater in the Oil shale Industry, Ja^oskey, pp.28
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of the steam, but this process may add, somewhat to the costs
of production. A more complete discussion of the condensation 
be
of steam will/found in the discussion on the distillation of 
oil from coals in this study.
The amount of water used as steam in retorting shales by 
the Scottish method will probably be less than by the method 
(to be later described) for trea.ing coal for the production 
of oils arid other products. But it may prove more satisfactory 
to use such coal treating methods for shales, because of certain 
advantages attained through applying lower temperatures, in­
cident to securing better quality and hi her yield of oils and 
other by-products. Ur. L. C. Karrick, former oil-shale tech­
nologist and government research man for Utah, says, ’’That 
such methods could be used in the distillation of western sh les 
with as good or better results as obtained by the Scottish me­
thod.”
The amount of water used in retorting will depend upon
the ty )e of process chosen^ the richness of t:_e shales, the
scale of operation, §nd methods of condensation of vapors.
Naturally, dry distillation will require less water than
with the use oi steam, Also atmospheric condensation v/ill
use less water than the spray pool or cooling tower. However,
the dry distillation methods lack mcny of the advontanres for
good quality of oil and ammonia that are obtained by the methods
1
which use 3team.
1 . Uses of Y/ater in Shale Indus ry, Jo'cosby, pa#e 30
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The Scottish type of retort of lar^e size retires  for 
steam about four gallons of water per gallon of oil produced. 
For a one thousand barrel (42,000 gallons) daily oil produc­
tion. about four thousand barrels (168,000 gallons) of water
. 1
will be used for steam. This steam is, however, exhausted 
from the electrical power house engines and is therefore a 
relatively inexpensive source of process steam. This estim­
ate doe3 not include or take into account condensation and 
r.e-u3e of the water.
Actual figures converted into United States measures, 
given by personal com./unic- tion to II. J. Gavin, from the 
Scottish Oil Ltd ., Glasgow, are as follows:
Through put of s h a le s ....................t o n s .................... 560
Oil recovered ................................... gallons . . .12,000
Ammonium sulphate production. . . pounds . . 20,000 
7/ater r e q u i r e d ............................... g.lions . . 90,000
The^j requirements, based upon this record of actual 
practice are seven and one half gallons of water per g lion 
of oil produced, this includes the eauiv lent oi 1.66  pounds 
of ammonium sulphate per gallon of oil, also, complete re­
finement of the product into a finished st te. There is no 
condensing and re-use of steam or water.
1 . Uses of Water in the Oil Shale Industry, Jakosby, page 20
2. Idem page 21 .
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It will be noted how the use of water per gallon of oil 
is reduced by the increased output of the plant. For the 
plant illustrated oi one thousand barrel capacity, the w ter 
requirement was four to one, but that for the smaller plant, 
fivd hundred sixty tons of shale (12 ,000- gals. 01 oil)* the re­
quirement was seven aril one half to one. Production of ammon­
ium sulphate is not allowed for in the first plant.
Purification and filteration of the steam; and cooling 
water is possible so as to render it suitable for boiler and 
other plant uses.*** Figures are not available as to these costs 
because there has been no practical application, to the know­
ledge of the writer, in America or elsewhere. However, water 
used in refining of petroleum is recoverable and made fit for 
re-use at comparativel;/ small costs, according to several 
engineers questioned, upon the subject.
Methods of water purification for power plant rnd indust­
rial uses have been greatly developed in recent years, also 
rn'-ny new corrosive- resisting metals are nov; available so th?t 
3me re-use of plant waste water need not be considered a ser­
ious problem at the present time.
It maybe interesting to note the water requirements for 
refining shale oil. A Scottish refinery with a daily capacity 
of ten thousand imperial gallons of crude oil requires about 
twenty five thousand imperial gallons of water, one fifth of
1 . Uses of Water in Oil $hale Industry, Jokosby, page 26
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which is recoverable, making a per gallon oi oil requirement 
of two gallons oi water ^ for the complete processing, in­
cluding finishing oi the various products. Information ob­
tained from U th  Oil Refining regarding the amount of water 
required in refining for a 5,000 barrel pi nt was 2,300,000 
gallons, or eleven gallons of water per g lion of oil.
The water problem will e a larre consideration in the 
location of the 3hale plant, aM  the cost oi obtaining it at 
the most favorable sh le deposits will have to be allocated 
with the transportation of the shale to available water. In 
some places water may be developed by making reservoirs arid 
impounding run-off flood water, and others by ti.e purchase of
2
surplus water not used for irrigation from streams and l rikes.
It is quite certain that any sh le oil nu nuf actur ing 
enterprise can arrange to impound a major portion oi the 
water required for the most ;f the plant uses in sites close 
to most of the shale deposits.
Cost of Uining and Retorting
Hining methods m st be selected which will meet t e 
peculiar conditions of each locality and the grade and size
1. Uses of T/ater in the Oil Shale Industry, Jokosby, pp.25
2 . The State of Utah gives priority rights to irrigation water
where such ha3 been a propria ted dirriu,- irrigation season, and 
arrangements for the use oi this water v/ill depend upon ne­
gotiation with thfcse parti 3 having est lished rights cf the
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of the shale deposit, also for the type of products desired 
at the particular time, the retorting methods used and the 
plant capacity, These adjustments will all have to be sol­
ved by engineers for each individual comp ny for its ov.n 
situation.
The attempt will be in submitting costs 01 the various 
mining and retorting activities, where such were obtainable, 
to let them serve as a basis upon which the foundation of a 
cost budget m y be based. Hore detailed attempts would, no 
doubt, be proved incorrect at -future dates because of slight 
changes or improvement of methods and renerrl business con­
ditions and also of the present dearth of such information 
that is authentic and reliable from develpoments in the west­
ern territory. A helpful guide r.y be h d in the bulletin 
now in process of publication in the federal printing office, 
of the experimental developments of the governmental plant 
at Hullison, Colorado, for operations durirr 1928-1929. This 
information will likely be sent out for circulation, but at­
tempts to get any data from it by the author proved futile.
Again then we m:st consider the industry as in Scotland. 
It is the most reliable data available at the present time.
The capital investment in the Scottish industry is enor-
strearns. Also, polution of such water to render it .nfit
lot the purpose oi those havi:ig such rights will be defended 
by the state. See Utah Statutes.
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mou3 . It is likely because of this, that they have been able 
to maintain operations in recent years. It is also the opin­
ion of the author that a large and well financed organization 
will h*'.ve to be formed before the shale industry can become 
economical feasible in the United Spates.
It is estimated by Mr. M. J. Gavin that the costs of 
an oil shale plant for retorting in United States to be approx­
imately ^52.00 per gallon, or 190,00 per barrel of daily 
oil output. This is a large sum perhaps, but Ur. Gavin also, 
says that it is much less than the average investment and de­
velopment costs per b rrel of petroleum." At least it is 
true for the Utah average.
Mr. Gavin estimates a pl?nt that would produce 96 gallons 
of oil per day could be built for ^ 5 ,000.00  (approximately 
v52.00 per gallon).
For a large pi nt of 1,000  tons shale per day, and a 
refinery capable of 1,000 barrels of oil por day (24 hours) 
he estimates a $2,190,000.00 investment for the retorts and 
v l ,000 ,000.00  for refinery, or for a plant sufficient for 
completely processing 1,000  tons of shr-le and 1,000  barrels 
of oil per day would be -j3,190,000.00, mot including costs
for land of plant site, mine equipment, space for spent shale
2
dump, mine 1: nd and organization expense.
1 . Index, Vol. 7, ITo 73, Jan. 1902
2. Oil Shales, Dept.Int. Bulletin.210 pa-e 90
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For comparasion ti:e following quotation from 11 Index" 
is presented: 1
lf The cost of these (United States) drilling in 1920, 
the last year for which data are available, amounted to 
£503*35 m ill., of which vjl65.8 mill, were expanded on dry 
holes. The rapidly growing averse expenses for drilling in 
that year were ^33 ,000.00  per hole. Katur lly, the growing 
depth of the borings makes the cost oi drilling increasingly 
expensive. Drillings which cost a quarter of a million dol­
lars are nowadays not rare. A good idea of the trend of de- 
velo went in this respect is a.forded by the following figures 
for the State ctf Oklahoma, where the average cost of drill! \g 
was: in 1912 -^3,139, in 1919 v21,353, a .d In 1928 $45,574."
At the present time the Scottish industry is under one 
management. Combinations and consolidations have been made
2
until the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. Ltd. controls the industry. 
Prior to 1919 the six large companies then and still in op­
eration, functioned as a unit as the Scotch Oils, Ltd.# The 
total issued capital stock of these six com anies mounted 
to 2,963, 307 pounds sterling in common stock and one million 
shares of preferred at one pouni value each. The preferred 
stock is held by tne Aziglo-Persian Oil Co. Ltd.
Transposed into U. S. money,at par exchange, the r.bove 
would be:
Sterling U.S.
Com;-: n Stoc£ L 2,963,307 $14,401,671.00
Preferred S^ock 1,000,000 4,860,000.00
Total • b 3.963.307 19.261.6 71.00
1 . Index, Vol. 7, IIo.73, Jan.1932
2 . Report of Scotch Shale Industry, 1925, page 1
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The average coats of production of the six companies 
in Scotland, as determined by chartered accountants in an 
audit made for Parliament, at the order of His Ll^jesty, 1925,^ 
were as follows (transposed 't  the par rate of exchange, (i 
§4.86 }:
Divisions of Costs:
Mining, per ton of shale §1.77
Retorting, per ton shale .85
Prod, of Sulphate of Ammonia, per ten
of shale .39
, m - „ _ 0
Total Costs of Handling one Ton of Shale ,2.99
The cost of the crude oil at the refinery, as calculat­
ed in the same report, was found to be seven rnd one-third 
cents per gallon or *3.06 per barrel (42 gallons), adjustments 
being made for value of ammonium sulphate and stripped naphtha.
The cost of crude petroleum for the intermountain region 
for 1925 aver/.ged between ^1.15 and $1.95 per barrel at the
field .0 T:.e average freight to Utah ranged from ^1.15 to ^1.65
2
and up, thus making a price range of crude petroleum for that 
period to Ut*:h refineries of (>2.25 to ^3.60 per barrel. The 
price of crude 1932 has declined in the sources of the Utah 
ref inery, (Wyoming, Texas, Colorado, etc.), from 1925 to .*>0.61
1 . Report of Scfctch Shale Industry, 1925, page 1
2* Ur. Jensen, Utah Oil Company
5. Hat. Petroleum Kcv;s, Feb. 1925
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to $1.05 per barrel (Rocky Mountain Field, Price effective 
Aptil 4th) • The present price of the crude in Utah would 
be, therefore, including transportation charges, £1*76 to 
v2.70 and up.
From the standpoint of oil production under conditions 
parallel with those in Scotland, it is clearly seen that oil 
from wells could advantageously compete in price with the 
oils manuf .ctured from the oil shale which mist be shipped 
into Salt Lake City, ana night appear to prevent the estab­
lishment of the industry in Utah.
7»e must, therefore, 3tudy the costs of operation to de­
termine any possible advantages of production and processing 
of the methods described, with respect to application to 
xconditions in Utah, over 'chos e in Scotland. 7/e must* there­
fore, again refer to the Scottish methods in determining these 
costs because o_ the lack of com. .erci 1 operating data in the 
United States or Utah •
From the study of the costs of production of the Scottish 
industry v/e find that they are in ;>er cent cf total product­
ion per ton of shale processed:
1 . National Petroleum News, Inarch 1932.
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Table Iio* 13--Including Llini g, Retorting, Ammonium
Sulphate Production and Refining.
6 Process Per cent
llining 50
Retorting 24
Production of Ammonium Sulphate 11
Ref ining 15
Total 100 per cent
It will be seen that a savinr* of 10 per cent in the
cost of mining will euual a 20 per cent s.-vin  ^ in retorting, 
a 35 per cent in refining and nearly 50 per cent savin# in
1. Calculated fro.i Report of Scotch oh;le Industry, 1925 
See also U. S. Geo. Sur. Bull. 729, page 111.
2 . Calculated from Report of Scotch Shale Industry, 1925 
The cost of refining v;as computed by multiplying the cost 
per gallon oi oil, in the same, by the average yield per 
ton (23 gallons) The cost per ton of shale for refining 
would be 52 cents, approximate.
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production of ammonium sulphate. Fortunately, it is in the 
mining that it is expected that a reduction in expenditures 
can be effected.
The shale in Scotland is all mined at great depths and 
must be hauled up to the ifeevel, Iso, the mines must be tim­
bered to support the roof or over burden. There are no thick 
beds left in Scotland as there are in Utah and neighboring 
states. In some of the deposits in Utah the ovor burden is 
not so thick but that mining will be possible with the steam 
or electric shovel, which will make for a considerable mining 
cost reduction. Even with the comparatively cheap labor in 
Scotland, miners’ wages constitute 37 per cent of the mining 
costs.^ large scale machinal application in mining costs 
v/ill lower this per cent considerably. The reduction of this 
item may likely be sufficient to insure the success of the 
industry*
The costs of mining shale in Scotland has been con&ider-
2
ed as comparative to mining coal there. It will bring the 
problem more nearly "home11, if we consider the costs of mining 
coal in Ut'.-h for comparative purposes. In the .transposition 
of this relation ship, the shale mining v/ill be at a relatively
1. U. S .  Deot. Int. Bulletin 210, page 95
2 . Idem pare 59
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lesa disadvantage in Utah th°n in Scotl nd. Because of the 
peculia ities of the formation and position of the majority 
of the shale deposits they c n be more economically mined 
than co- 1 . To illustrate more fully: In Scotland at the 
time this comparison v:as made, both coal and shale were 
mined by the open-pit method, but there is a greater proportion 
of oil shale that c n be.mined in the 3ame way. It will be 
well to remember this advantage.
The a ve/age costs of mininn- coal for Utah, as calculated 
by tr_e Ut uh Co-1 Producers Association, 1 for those items ap­
plicable to sha e industry but no including crushing of the 
shal e to orop er sizes, are as foilov/s :
Table Ho. 14— Costs of Hining Co\l in Utah, Average 19:: 5-
1928 .
Process Cost r>er ten
Mining and loading at St‘ition 
Roof Control in A.ine 
Ventilations anl Water (for *ines) 
Supervision a ;d l.Iine Aec.
Ltine Expenses not Allocated 





1. Report of the Utah Coal Producers Association, 192d.
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This cost is 12 cents per ton more than that for mining 
in Scotland, vfoich was $1.77 per ton of shale.
The figures in the above are, in their application to shale 
mining, obviously very high, because of several factors. The 
costs of roof support, control and ventilation expenses in 
many cases will be much less^ if not completely eliminated as 
is the ca3e of open-pit mining by the use of large shovels.
Due to the variation in the demand for coal (peak aiid 
slump periods) the use of machines' is very expensive, be­
cause they are only used at about one-third capacity*
With powerful shovels as much as forty feet of overbur­
den may be removed to recover a three foot seam of bitumin­
ous coal, a.id with a seventy-five man crew, a daily per man 
output of 43 tons was made by the Colstrip mine in Uont-na, 
1928.1
To the degree that such production can be . polied to 
Utah oil-shale ;;.ining, the cost may be reduced. The average
p
daily tonnage for Ut h coal mines 1928 \v/as- 8*52 per man.
A man at the face in Scotland shales produces .^bout 4-|- tons.
On the average it requires about .72 pound of powder per ton 
of 3hale- in Scotland, and in Utah a ton of hard coal or 
rock may be mined on about one pound of powder.
1. ilineral Resources in the United States, Part II pp.481
2 . Idem pp.554
3. U. S. DeJ>t. Int. Bulletin 210, pare 59
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On the basis of per man tonnage, there is an a dvantage 
in co-1 mining of about two to one in favor of Utah, at the 
present rate of production. On a cost basis, however, this 
advantage will be reduced because of the difference in the 
wage sc ;le of the two countries.
The greatest advantage in mining oil shale in Utah, . and 
intermountain territory, is in the application of machinery 
for large scale production. Deposits where the utilization 
of the large powerful shovels is possible the cil shale might 
be profitably mined for 25 cents per ton.^
The average costs of mining oil shales in Utah, for a 
plant of one thousand ton capacity, as estimated by engineers 
for the Industrial Commission of Utah, are as. follows
Drilling per ton ^0.53
Blasting lf " 0.10
Loading " " 0.21
Training »» n 0.05
Crushing . »» u 0.08
T otal ^>0.97
On the basis of these figures there c n le a savings in 
the mining costs in Utah over those in Scotland of fifty to 
seventy-five per cent.
1. Col. Sch. Liines, Quarterly, Jan. 1924-, page 121. These 
figures were confirmed by prominent engineers in Salt 
Lake City, when questioned by the ! u'vhor.
2 . Ind. Comm, of Utah Bull. 4 1930 , Page 151
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Sin ce the discovery of petroleum in 1 rge quantities 
there has been no commercially successful sh le oil manufact­
uring plants in operation in America. An.d therefore, con­
firmation of the facts and estimations shown in the -receding 
pages to a particular situation and actual practice m.-st be 
carefully, but not too technically correlated with the con­
ditions '3  they might appear in relationship to each other.
It is quite evident from ti:e figures previously given 
in the mining costs, that oil shale c-n be mined in Utah 50 
to 75 per cent cheaper than it is in Scotl nd, due very large­
ly to the advantages of Isxger and richer strata of s h le  . 
and the ability to apply large scale machinery to more ad­
vantageous proportions.
This advantage may in instances be lessened, due to the 
disadvantage in Utah, of some of t;ie best oil sh le deposits 
being very remote from ample water supply. However, this 
disadvantage will not be as great as it may at first seem. 
Cheap electrical power will make it possible to pump water 
from distant sources at a minimum cost. Electricity costs 
tp tne sh le industry will be very small s the power for its 
generation is taken from the same 3team generated for retort­
ing the shale.
Y/ith this cheap power t;_e water supply ior mining arid 
retofrting purposes could ue pumped for long distances at a 
very few cents per barrel of oil produced. By condensing the
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steau from the retorts a^ id refinery the amount of water could
be reduced approximately seventy-five per cent. 1 The costs of
2
the condensing would amount to approximately three cents per 
barrel of oil. Estimation of the costs of pumping one million 
gallons of water* in a seven inch pipe, 1000 feet in the air, 
by electrical pump3 (75 fo efficiency) woxild be $3.10 per hour.4 
An example of the cost of producing shale oil on fairly 
large soale in the United States may be had in the operations 
at Casmalia, California. This plant of 400 tons daily capacity 
was oper .ted for many months while treating l ^ g e  deposit of 
diatonaceous rock impregnated with a natural oil residuum.
Also the plant was operated on large quantities of Utah and 
Colorado oil snales shipped to California. The process, known 
by the name "N. T. U .%  was finally adopted by the U. S. Bureau 
of Mines and a single commercial scale unit was built and op­
erated at Rullison, Colorado by the Bureau engineers and com­
parisons were ua&e with a single unit commercial scale retort 
shipped from Scotland.
jftie costs applicable to this California plant were ascer-
3
tiined by Mr. L. C. Xarrick, formerly consulting engineer
1. Estimation of Hydro lie and electrical engineers, U. Of U.
3. Ideiji.
3. Mir. 1. C. Karrick, former Associate Oil Shale Technologist 
and Petroleum Refinery Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
4. Estimation obtained from Mr. T. C. Adams, U. of U.
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for the Goldfields American Development Go. of IJew York City,
which company shipped aoout one thousand tons of oil shale
fro:*i Kstjicnia for a commercial scale try-out of the process.
Mr# Xarrick states that a planl^of the gas-producer type, was
very simple in design and free from operating difficulties.
The summary of costs v/ere as follows:
Mining, haulage, crushing, per ton == 40 cents 
Conversion costs, total -= 35 "
Capital costs, etc., as 20 11
Total Cost# 90 cents
Mr* Karric> also advises that slirJ.e o51 % induction 
costs in eastern Utah and western Colorado ^ will not exceed 
sixty cents total per barrel of oil, provided the shale is 
treated of in place in stooes or shrinks instead of in re­
torts erected to apply the same process* The geology, strati­
graphy, and physical properties of the shale deposits are ex­
tremely favorable for this plan of shale oil project.
Conclusion
There are two important aspects in the consideration of
the economics of distilling oil shales for the production of
petroleum products. First, would it be economically possible
the
from the purely profit point of view to/entrepreneur# Second
1 . Report of L# C# Xarrick to Secretary of Interior, Jan. 1932
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is it economically justifiable from the point of view of 
proper utilisation of natural resources for the public benefit.
The first is the most difficult to determine, because of 
the lack of definite practical information on the results of 
commercial operations in the particular locality. The most 
comprehensive figures are those based upon actual commercial 
operations of the Scottish industries, although the adjustment 
of these figures to a situation wnich is quite different is 
difficult to do accurately. But v/e do have the figures and 
results of the operations at Casmalia, California, which may 
serve to indicate that shkle oil can be oroduccd profitably 
in competition with petroleum in favored localities such as 
western Colorado and eastern Utah.
History proves that petroleum has been a le to compete 
advantageously with products of oil 3hale as evidenced by the 
introduction of petroleum i>.to th;se countries where oil shales 
have been processed extensively for manufacture of petroleum 
products. The oil siiaJLe industry has been paralyzed in most 
countries’for the present by the introduction of the pet­
roleum from wells. This is not because of the superiority of 
the petroleum,^* but because of the cheapness with which pet­
roleum is produced after the resource has been once discovered.
1. As a matter of fact the gasoline of the oil shale is
claimed to be of superior quality. See Report of Industrial 
Comm, for Utah, 1930, page 147, Also L. C. Karricki, LlcKee 
Oil Shales, page 161.
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The shale oil industry of France was for a long time
protected by hi?h tariff on petroleum 1 and the industry in
2
Australia by subsidization. The Scottish industry was able 
to maintain activity for sane time in the face of serious 
competition with imported petroleum because of great capital 
investment and application of large seale operations. How­
ever, the report of the Scottish industry in 1925 showed a 
loss of two cents on every gallon of oil produced for the
3
six month period investigated. At that time some of the 
Scottish refining plants had been converted into petroleum 
refining units.^
The disadvantages of inadequate supply of water to be 
had in Utah are not likely to equalize th® apparent advant­
ages in the mining of the oil shale as compared with the 
cost of mining in Scotland. The difficulty of procuring water, 
it seems, has been over emphasized. Impounding flood a:id 
spring run-off water will tend to alleviate this disadvant­
age. The topography of the oil shale areas is very favorable, 
in most cases, for reservoir sites and the ourchasd of water 
now used for irrigation will be possible in some instances.
1. Oil Shale, Dept. Int. Bulletin 210, pare 50.
2 . Idem, page 51.
5. Report of Shale Industry in Scotland 1925, page 4.
4 . Idem, page 8 .
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In addition to this, it should be remembered that the 
average yield of oil of tj:e Scottish shales was approximately 
tv/enty three gallons per ton oi shale, as compared to the 
reported yield of thirty to sixty-five gallons for the shales 
of Utah. The production of electrical energy at a minimum 
cost will be another advantage in the distillation of oil 
from shale in Utah. The Scottish industries produce suffic­
ient for their plent use bjrt not for commercial distribution.
Iluch lias been said con earning the lack of cheap elect­
rical power, as being a chief factor in retarding the growth 
of industrial activity in the state. A partis*l solution of 
this might be effected incident to the establishment of an 
industry for the distillation of oil from shale.
With all tne apparent advantages of tiie production of 
oil from shale in Utah. , it is quite evident that the manu­
facture of oil from oil shale might be done profitably.' The 
establishment of an oil shale industry in the st te would 
tend to stimulate aid encourr.ge development oi' industrial 
activity in other fields. The combined effect would tend to 
retain ard employ a greatfc number of young people, who at 
present find it necessary to leave ti:e st te in nuest oi' 
means of support.
The justification as to economical utiliz tion oi' natur­
al resources seoL. to be in favor of the establishment of an
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oil snale Indus try in the S^ate of Utch •
Estimations as to the reserves of natural petroleum is
admittedly mueh less certain and de-oendabile than for shale
1
oil# The quality of oil from shale can he pre-determined, 
but it is not the ease v/ith respect to the new supply of 
petroleum. The quality of petroleum cannot be known until 
the expense of developing has been made, nor c n the amount 
be accurately known until the supply is exhausted. Both of 
these factors can be accurately and inexpensively pre-deter­
mined in shale oil production before larre development expend­
itures have been caused.
There are those who maintain that in as much as the sup­
ply and quality of the oil shale is well knownv that it would 
be much safer in national emergencies to have these reserves 
to fall back on, and that they should not be depleted until 
amergencies arise. Bat it is for this reason that the in­
dustry can not be developed for an emergency# It will re­
quire years of operations before any maximum efficiency or 
large quantity production can be realised, and this experi­
mental period should be passed before the demand for the pro­
duct becomes urgent#
1 . quotation from "Index", Vol. 7 Ho# 7o Jan. 19o2, page 6 .
"Even the most abundant wells and fields on the whole ra­
pidly decre.se; 12 large oil fields, whose maximum daily
production had amounted to 2,247,450 barrels, showed a 
falling off of 67 fo one year after reaching the peak., and
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There is no organization more favorably situate! for 
the development of the oil shale industry than the petroleum 
interests, Host economical production of oil from shale could 
be made by this organization. The development of the industry 
in localities of the intermountain territory might be made 
v/ith out loss to the petroleum industry and result in a reduc­
tion in the prices of the products to the consumers. The 
supply of oil from an oil shale manufacturing industry would 
be constrjat and the price more easily and evenly controlled. 
The losses caused b; the radical changes that are so frequent 
in the present situation might be reduced to the minimum.
Shale oil need not be made competitive with natural petroleum 
but a correlation in the marketing of the two products should 
be made.
Eventually the supply of petroleum products will depend 
upon the reserves of oil shale and in places where the pro­
duction of petroleum is at a disadvantage incident to its 
distribution, as in Utah, econO;.iicrl utilization of these 
reserves might be made to great advantage.
of 74 fo two years after. This explairs why, quite apart 
from the increasing demand for petroleum products, new 
wells must be constantly drilled, and why apprehensions are 
frequently expressed regarding the futiure conserv 1 5on of 
the world*s oil resources.*’




It is commonly known today that coals are the result of 
changes which have taken place in the carbonaceous deposits 
of decayed vegetable matter.
Coals, like cil^shales, are vegetable master deposited 
and decomposed in the absence oi' air (marine condit ions), but 
the goner-1 appearance of the two would indicate that more 
silt and foreign material was present in the deposition of 
the material resulting in oil-shale than those of coals, thus 
resulting in the higher ash yield of oil sh ies than coals.
The vegetable matter, either during or after decomposi­
tion, was covered with sedimentary formation and compressed, 
the higher the pressure the harder a.d mere compact the ma­
terial became, that receiving the highest pressure and of 
greatest age becoming what is known as anthracite coal, and 
that with little pressure and of youngest origin, peat* Bit­
uminous and sub-bituminous coals are intermediate materials 
•fc0 which less pressure ani heat were applied than anthra­
cite, but more than peat*^ The moisture content is also
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di:..inishe& according to the decrees of area'sur a.,d heat 
that the materials were subject to.^
Characteristics of Coal
Coals differ very widely, from anthracite to bituminous, 
sub-bituminous, cannel, and peat, each yielding different 
amounts of carbonaceous materials and heat and each having 
a slightly different texture and iiardnes3 . They are all 
black in color, iiaving a dark luster. They soil your clothes 
and hands in handling, with the exception of good grades of 
cannel coal, which do not soil or leave spots.
The moisture content of co 1 decreases in amount from 
peat, maximum content, to anthracite. The volatile material 
content reaches its maxi, um in sub-bituminous and cannel, and 
varies inversely to the ageing thereafter. The ash percent­
ages vary somewhat in the types of coc.1 , diminishing slightly 
in per cent in anthracite. Tne heating value increases pro­
portionately with the consolidation of the fuel, except for 
tne extreme hard coals. The fixed carbon is Iso generally
p
proportional to the density of the ooal.
Coals appear most usually in 1 minated beds, varying in 
thiciiness of a few inches to many feet, but are usually quite
1 . Technology of Low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, page 6 .
2 . Idem, page 7.
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uni x or m in thicimess arid richness a' quality of tiie coal.
Llos t coals weather away readily v.hen exposed to tiie el ernents • 
There is a very marked difference in c nnel coal and the 
other coals. In as much as c:.nnel and bituminous coal are 
the coals most economically adapted to distillation, and of 
which large quantities are .resent in Utah, 1 it may be well 
to keep in mind the differences in the two types of coal.
The main differences are: First, cannel coal is com­
posed cf large quantities of the waxy or oil forming bitumin­
ous materials. It is believed that cannel beds were de­
posited at deltas or eddies into which the pollens drifted 
and where the algae grew more abundantly. Second, the coke 
from cannel coal (residue after distillation) is of little 
value, unless mixed v/ith another coal of high coking v lue , 
resulting in a blending of the two. Third, cannel yields a 
larger quantity of gas and cru e oil. It is characteristic, 
in the deposit in Utah, for the c nnel coal to be between 
l?yer3 of bituminous co* 1 .
The following tabulation, from U. £. Geo. Survey, Bul- 
2
let in 659, v/ill help .:eep the differences in mind.
1 . 2he amount of cannel co 1 in Ut h i 3 very sm 11 in pro­
portion to the -mounts of bituminous and sub-bituminous 
coal.
2. U. S. Geo. Sur. Bulletin 659, page 10.
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Typical Characteristics and Distinctions of:
.Bituminous Coal Cannel Coal
1. Laminated* 1. Massive.
2. Bright and dull brnds 2 . Uniform velvety or satiny
luster.
3. Prism tic fracture 5. Conchoidal fractures.
4. Jointing imperfect. 4. Jointing regular and striking. 
5* More or less friable 5. Tough and elastic.
6 . Disintegrates by weathering 6 . Weathers slowly.
7. Soils h*?nds 7* Does not soil the hands.
8 . Percentage of fixed carbon 6 . Percentage oi fixed carbon
higher than that of volatile typic-lly lower than that of 
matter . volatile matter.
9. Derived from wood or peaty 9. Derived nr inly from scores, 
deposits, grown in place pollen, etc., brougfc in by
wind and water. -
10. Basins comacnly extensive. 10. Basins rather si.r-11.
11. Commonly yields on distil- - 11. Commonly yields on distillation 
lation less than 10,000 cu. more than 10.,000 cu. ft. of 
feet of gas per ton. &as Pe^ ton.
12* Candle power of gas .usual- -12. Candle pov:er of the gas more 
ly less than 17. ‘ then 20.
13. Commonly c ’kes in burning. 13. Does not c: ke in burning•
14. Co :e usually strong. 14. Coke pulverulent.
15. Yield of oil on distillationl5. Yield of oil commonly more 
commonly less than one bbl. th n 2 barrels to the ton. 
per ton.
16. Less than 5 hydrogen* 16. More than 5 -o hydrogen.
17. Ignites with difficulty. 17. Ignites readily.
18. Streak c mm only black. 18. Streak commonly broYzn, oily..
Camv 1, as well as bituminous cor Is, vary in decree of 
richness, m^ntity of yield of by-products, ash content, and 
smokeless fuel (coke) quality. This is true within the some 
deposits and strata and in different 1 ccati021s.
Bituminous co 1 is usually uniform in stratifies tion, but 
c nnel is not and most usually is in varying thicknesses from
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A few inches to several feet in short distances.
The individual making claims should test thoroughly each 
location before final decisions.
J. H. Ashley warns 11 that before expenditures of capital 
for processing equipment were made the c-mnel deposit should
Q
be tested by drilling, etc., every hundred yards".
In the utilization of cannel coal, in place of bituminous 
coal for distillation, the residue (smokeless fuel) quality 
is sacrificed for the hi-her yield of oil and g^ses, but if 
the tv/o are treated conjointly the cannel will benefit the pro­
duction of gas and oil and the bituminous coal will tend to 
improve the residae coke* if a good coking bituminous is used.
TThere conditions permit, .the distillation of bituminous 
and hi ii oil yield cannel in mixed batches will* possibly 
lend themselves to greater economy in general, than straight 
batches of either, unless there is hi h demand for the smoke­
less fuel and little demand for the oil.
Brief History of Coal Distillation
Because of the lack of a clear differentiation of coals 
and sh les in early history, it is difficult to determine at 
times whether oil shale or coal was the -irticle used, but 
an error a3 to either will not definitely handicap our consid-
1. The author wishes at this place to note that it is very evid
*1
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eration.
"Coke was an article of commerce rimonr* the Chinese before 
100 B. C., but was not used in the metallurgy of iron until 1619. 
A patent was issued to St. John for the first beehive oven in 
1620, in England. The use was very limited, however, until 
the blast furnace was adopted for smelting iron ore. By-pro­
ducts from coking co::l were not recovered until about 1700.
There was, however, very limited conservation of these products 
until as late as 1900. The by-product oven3 were net extensive­
ly used in United St-tes until about 1910.4
Abraham and Gesner claim to have been the first to manu­
facture oil from coal, in the United St -tes,^ and in 1864 ex- 
hibited the use of the oil in lamps. It was known in England 
and Germany as early a3 1662 that, "By distilling coal a black 
oil and a non-combustible ’spirit* which catchea fire at the 
flame of a candle, 11 could be produced. 3
The first accurate records of destructive distillation 
of coal were made in 1726, by Hales. In 1807 there were a few ♦ 
street Im ps illuminated by coal gas in Pall Mall, London.
ent , that the cannel coal deposit in Utah is an exception to 
this peculiarity. Outcrpppings of the strata of this coal ex­
pose.a very reg lar width for lon^ distances. There are many 
such exposures along -he hillsides where this deposit is located.
2. U .S. Geo. Sur. Bulletin 659 , page lo.
3 . Tech. of Low Temperature of Carbcnization, Gentry, p .3 
4* Courtesy of Ur. Hobsen, Theses on Coals , 1932
5. Asph.lts and Allied Substances, Abraham, page 13.
6. Low Temperature Oarbonization, Gentry, page 1.
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Cannel coals and ‘bituminous coals v/ere distilled in the 
United States on a commercial scale in 1855. In 1856, The 
Hortli American Kerosene G-.s light Company were producing six 
to seven hundred gallons of oil ddily. In 1853 the first lub­
ricating oil v/as manufactured from coal tar in Waltham, Llass., 
by the United States Chemical Manufacturing Company# By I860, 
The Tucesco Company of Pittsburg, Pa#, v/as operating sixteen 
2000 g lion coal stills . 1
The discovery oi petroleum had the same prralyzijig eff- ct 
on utilization of coal for by-products as it did 021 oil shale, 
but there was a demand for coke inthe metallurgical processes 
v/hich continued to increase and coal Y7as utilized for this 
product. In the beehive ovens, the coke v;as the only consid­
eration and until recent years no thought was given to redap- 
ture of the by-products.* and lar-^ e economic wastes resulted. 
This 7/aste has been largely eliminated recently as the old 
beehive ovens are belong replaced by the by-product coke plants.
Coal Deposits in Utah.
One sixth of the total area of the State of Utah is under­
lain with coal in veins tit workable thickness. Of this amount 
about 5000 acres are estimated for tlie area of the c nnel coal. 
The area of the anthracite coal is not definitely known but
1. Asphalts and Allied Sub stances, Abraham, pages 17-19
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it is hot larger than the cannel. • The deposits of coal are 
located in the nor them as tern and southern portions of the 
state. With the exception of the two mentioned deposits, the 
cannel deposit near Cedar City, Iron County and the anthra­
cite deposit near Hew Harmony, Washington Sounty, the Utah 
coal is bituminous or sub-bituminous. These two deposits are 
comparatively small in relation to the total and are included 
in the total area and tonnage estimate.
Anthracite coal will not yield as much oil and ^as as 
bituminous, but the yield of these products of the c nnel will 
more than offset this.
It wa;3 estimated in 1932 that the total reserve of coal 
in the State of Utah was one hundred seventy nine billion tcn3 # 
eighty eight billion to the depth of three thousand feet and 
ninety-one billion from three thousand to six thousand.^ From 
the beginning oi records to 1930 there had been mined about 
one hundred twenty-nine million tons,, of'frhich forty-three 
million tons were estimated wasted. There will be very lit­
tle or no'loss in distillation, because of the small coal being 
utilized in the process.
The coal deposits of Utnh are almost uniformally parallel 
and of considerable thickness. In many of the deposits the
1. Thesis preseiited by Ur. Hobson, 1932, U. of U.
2. Idem.
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coal seams are quite hi *h on the sides of canyons, plateaus, 
etc., and v/ill therefore lend themselves to very easy me­
thods of obt inirg the m teri 1 from the ground,
The composition of Utah co 1 for the manufacture of 
oil and other by-products is very favorable. The quantity 
of oil yielded v/ill average about eight g lions in the an­
thracite to ninety in the cm nel. 1 The approximate yield
of ammonium sulphate per ton of coal will aver ge upwards
2
of twenty pound3. from low temper; tore coke ovens, but 
less when it is treated in the steam process.
The following table is resented to illustrate the 
quality of the bituminous co:.l3 in Jtah. The quantity of 
oil yield for the ”Blf test coals are not representative 
of the states's resource because cf the conditions oi the 
co.-l a::d the methods of testing, according to Ur. 1. C. 
Karrick, who extensively investigated these coals while 
with the Bureau of Llines. He esti .ated that the coal will 
average from thirty to thirty five g .lions. The average 
for the "A11 test coals in the table is 28.3 gallons per 
ton •
1 . Bureau of Mines Bulletin 545, page 4o, also 123, page 26-8
2. Idem, page 45.
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lable No 1 5 --Analysis of Utrh Coals from Samples Picked
At Random from Salt lake City Coal Yards^ -
Source of con- Coke Gas,Cu Oil Am. Sul Benzene Gas B.T. 
Coal dition fo ft.per gals. lb. per Gals perTJ. per 
____________________ .pound per ton ton______ ^ on______ cu. ft.
Clear Creek A 69 6.25 20.8 5.3 3,1 929
3 65 3 .2 7.5 24.5 3.6 782
Castle Gat e A 70 1.3 25.3 5.6 3.4 963
B 65 4.5 9.0 26.8 5. 5 831
Royal Castle A 73 1.0 26.7 6.0 3 .6 1020
Gate - B 62 4.0 10.9 28.2 3.2 818
Aberdeen A 75 1.0 29.8 6.6 3 .1 . 966
B 63 3.8 3.0 32.0 2.4 815
liberty A 74 1.48 28.1 6.8 3.2 951
B 69 . 3 .8 3.2 3.9 852
Hi-Heat A 65 1.3 43.8 5.0 3.5 1123
B 64 3.8 3.6 24.4 3 .0 813
Standard A 70 1.3 28.9 5.4 3.2 980
B 57 4.6 11.2 23.3 4 .5 844
Pleasant Valley A 67 1.3 22.1 9.4 5.5 938
B 66 3.6 1.0 20.4 2.8 810
7/at t is A 63 1.4 32.1 7.1 3.0 1079
B 64 3.6 2.5 27.6 3.8 867
Sunnyside A 75 1.2 25.3 5.3 2.5 942
B 67 3.1 12.5 28.0 2.5 772.
Average 65 2.8 17.2 14.0 3.2 880
The following tables are presented to illustrate the 
Reserves of coal in U. S. and Utah, and the rates of depletion 
of these reserves by supposed utilization trends. Explanations 
will fftllow each table.
1 . Bureau of ilines Bulletin 345 page 80
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Explanati an of Table XJO . 16 1
"From the report of the 'Supply Group* of the Com ittee 
of Eleven of the American Petroleum Institute, figures are 
obtained showing the estimated reserves of soft coal and lig­
nite to be four trillion oua hundred thirteen billion, eight 
hundred sixty million (4,113,860,000,000) tons. The oil or 
tar recoverable from this coal is estimated at five hundred 
ninety five billion, five hundred million (595,500,000,000) 
barrels of 4E gallons, capable of yielding one hundred three 
billion, six hundred million (103,600,000,000) barrels of 
light motor fuel.
From the table the amounts of coal used up to the end 
of each five or ten year period have been calculated, and 
subtracted from the original amount to give the curve marked 
"PrBsent Tendency (Carve 2 ).
A further deduction h*.is been made of the amounts of coal 
corresponding to the gas and fuel energy demand shown on th 
table to £ive the amounts of coal remaining if it sii ould be 
necessary to us© coal in place of the estimated maximum gas 
and fuel-oil requirements (Curve 1 )*
Curve 3, represents the reserves after supplying all the 
coal that would be required to furnish g a 3 ,  gasoline (benzol),
1. American Petroleum, Supply and Demand, pastes 223-226
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fuel oil, lubricating oil and coal (coke) in sufficient quant­
ities by distillation, to tr.ke care of the extimated maximum 
requirements for all of these fuels. This t/hs calculated 
on the following basis:
Gas
It was assumed that sufficient ga3 will be produced in 
the course of distillation for liquid fuels, to take care of 
estimated gas requirements*
Gasoline
The esti ated maximum demand for gasoline has been sup­
plied from the estimated recover ble liprht motor fuel from 
coal of one hundred three billion, six hlndred million 
(103,600,000,000) barrels which, is on the basis of 1.06 gallons 
per ton of coal and lignite.
Diesel Oil, Fuel Oil, Lubricating Oil
The total quantity of recoverable liquid products from 
the co'-l is estimated at five hundred ninety-five billion, 
five hundred million (595,500,000,000) barrels, an average 
of 6.03 gallons per ton. Prom this amount 1.06 gallons per 
ton or 17.4 per cent is taken as lisrht motor fuel#and the 
remaining 82.6 percent of the liquid products is considered 
suitable for supplying the required, diesel oil, iuel oil
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and lubricating oil* The coal required to supply the maximum 
gasoline demand, would leave sufficient of the heavier oils 
to meet alii estimated requirements for diesel oil, fuel oil, 
and lubricating oils, and leave a large surplus.
Coal
It is estimated that from every ton of coal distilled 
there will be recovered an average of 1,100 pounds of coke*
On account of the additional efficiency in the utilization of 
coke, it is assumed that 1,500 pounds of coke will perform the 
same amount of work as 2,000 pounds of coal. With these de­
ductions, the necessary amount of coke to supply the esti ated 
coal requirements has been calculated, resulting in a large 
surplus of coke when producing sufficient motor fuel to sat­
isfy the estimated maximum demand, (Curve 3 ) , "
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Explanation of Table Ho* 17
Tiie estimated total reserves of coal for Utah are 179
billion ‘cons, line ( l ) .  The. total amount of gasoline recover-
3
able from this amount of coal at six g llor.s per ton of coal, 
is estimated to be over twenty-five billion barrels*
Based' upon the cot-1 production figures , 1 9 1 6  to 1 9 3 8 ,  
and allowing for a three per cent trend increment, it is es­
timated that during the next century there will be mined 
seven hundred twenty million tons, (Curve 3 ) *  At six gallons 
of gasoline xjer ton this mount of coal would oroduce, ifa ?
distilled, one hundred three million five .hundred thousand 
barrels of gasoline, seven hundred million five hundred 
thousand tons of smokeless fuel and two thous nd six hundred 
twenty million cubic feet of 800 B .t .u . gas. Yield of smoke- 
les3 fuel and gas ia on the basis of fourteen hundred pounds 
and four thousand cubic feet per ton,respectively.
Curve (3) represents ti.e reserves after supplying all 
the coal that would be required to furnish sufficient gaso­
line to take care of tiie estimated maximum requirem ents of 
the state.
Allowing a six per cent trend increment from 19J0 for 
the consumption of gasoline and six gallons oi gasoline per 
ton of coal it is estimated that tiiree thousand five hundred
1, i‘or the basis of amounts of product yield see "Products
Obtr ined." following.
3. The figures are extremely conservative for the yield-3 of
products per ton from Utah Coal.
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sixty million cons of coal would be mined during the next 
century. From this amount oi' coal there would be produced, 
besides tne gasoline, two billion four hundred ninety two 
million tons of smokeless fuel, fourteen trillion two hund­
red forty billion cubic feet of gas> thirty five b il­
lion six hundred million tons of :mmon:um sulphate.
The preceding table may be criticised because of the 
inclusion of coal to the depth oi six thous nd i etf If 
so, to reduce the depth to three thous-ind feet would in no 
way change the estimations given, except those of the total 
reserves of co 1 find t..e total e/stiu ted g lions of f- so- 
line that could be reduced. Furthermore, co 1 c n be 
mined at such depths when it becomes necessary.1
Liethods of Li:nufacture of Oil from Coal
The two essenti 1 principles in the dVstillation 
of oil from co 1 are: first, sufficient heat is required to 
cause decomposition f the molecules of the bituminous m- t- 
erial into vapors. The second, is the recapture and con­
densation of these v .pors.
1. The author i:as personally witnessed the production of 
coal to the depth of more th- n five thous nd feet, in 
Dortmand, Germ ny, 1924.
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There are many different types of by-product ovens and 
methods of manufacture of oil from coal* The differences, 
however, re in the minor details of operation, methods of 
heating, etc. To quote Dr. H. C. Porter, on the essential 
dif f ere/ices of the by-products ovens, "Although possibly, 
by-product cole oven ty^ e-s may be distinguished y charact­
eristic shape and method of operating-- at present the
essential difference lies in the method of heating* the oven 
ch Jiber. In gener 1 , the size and shape of the various by­
product coke ovens, and their method of operation---re
entirely the same.--- In yield *^ nd uality of products
there is also no material difference. 11 1
Nevertheless, the quality and uantity of the by­
products and the residue coke r:re affected by the methods 
used in the application of the heat, and vh ether steam is
admitted into the retort, Iso the degree of heat to which
2
the coal s exposed. The use of 3te rn in ti.e distillation 
of co- 1 is similar to its .ise in ulie distillation of oil 
shale, v iz ., to check secondary decoupositi n of the v pors, 
increase the yield of ammonia and equalize the temperature 
throughout the retort. 0
1. Coal Carbonization, Porter, page 169.
2* Idem, pages 167 to 210 
3* See page 40.
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The tendency in list illation oi cor.l has been from high 
temperature ovu;iS to low-temper&tur e ovens, from the non­
use of steam to the use f steam, from eighteen hundred de-
1
grees to as lor; as 450 degrees i?!. , and from dry distil­
lation to the entire use of steam ■is the single source of
2
heat for distillation.
Ub . L. C. Karrick, Salt Lake City, holds p tents cn 
ti:e carbonization of co 1 by the entire use oi steam. He 
is at the oresent time conducting further experimentation 
at the University of Ut h with the intentions oi establish­
ing a pi nt in cooperation with the University Engineering 
School for the urpose oi distilling coal. These experi­
ments are being vrritten up by graduating engine rs a d it 
will be very interesting to w tch t e outcerne of this 
"Utah Public benefit project".
Tlie process which de ends on sole use oi ste m for 
heat, inci'eases the yield oi oil and ammonia , also the 
B .T .u . value of the gas. It al3o has the .dvantage f con­
trolling accurately the volatile percent*ge and fuel v lue 
of the coke (smokeless fuel). The smokeless fuel is not 
used for blast furnace purposes , but it is a superior fuel 
for domestic uses bec?.use of the ease of igniting, /cleaner 
to handle. ^  great advantage in t) is p'ocobb is the fact
1 . Cofl Cerbonizrtion, Portor, Chapter 9
2. Report on liethods of Distillation of Coal, Otto Duke.
L. C. Karrick, formerly Oil Shale Technologist and
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that the steam that is used lor t .e purpose of distil­
lation is first osed i’or the production oi‘ electricity.
The duality of use makes the ste j^n very cheap for both pur­
poses. A diarrramaoic sketch v/ill foil or; v/ith an explanation 
of this process (See pa.^e IO 9) .
The methods cf condensing the vrpors and the separation 
of the roducts of the v xjors are simil r to those discussed 
for oil shales. The methods &  conduct ing 12ie vapor s to cool­
ing towers and cooling systems ere also very much the same.
The oils are settled out irom ohe a mmonic 1 liquor, the 
gases are scrubbe and the produc s handled very similarly. 
Refining of oil from coal is very simil r to thai; of shale 
oil or petroleum. There is, however, a differ nee in the 
products yielded, both chemical and quantitative.
Products Obtained
There are such variations between individual processes 
and particularly between individual coa.13 that it is diffi­
cult to malce gener' lized statements on yields from the distil­
lation of co 1. Low ter.:per ture rocesses obtain more oil at 
the expense ct les3 volume of gas chin the high temperature 
processes. Likewise, the low temperature treatment yields less 
ammonia and through absence oi cracking a hi -her thermal value 
of gas which will yield a greater ultimate uantity o„' li~ht
o il.
To present some gei.er 1 idea of the economics of operat-
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ing a low temperature carbonization plant, the following 
table, taken in part from Gentry, Technology of low Tempera­
ture Carbonization,1 is presented. The assumption is that 
an average hi ;h frade bituminous coal is used for distillation. 
Classification of the three types are: Ty;.e 1, the average 
externally heated low temperature retort; Type 2, the average 
internally he-ted low temperature retort; and Type 3> the report­
ed yield from average bituminous cod from Ut^h distilled
p
by t ie -use of super heated steam, internally. The yield per 
ton is tabulated in the table for each of the products.
Table 1I0 . 18 -- Average Yield From Various Types of
Carbonization Processes
Yield per ton of Coal
Product
.JCyae 1 Tyr>e 2 Type 3
Pounds coke 1 ,450 1,050 1,300
Cubic feet total gas 4 ,200 34,100 a, ooo
B .t .u . per cubic foot 835 240 850
Gallons light oil from gas 2.4 0 2.
Gallons crude oil 25.1 24.6 .30
Pounds ammonium sulphate 12.0 37.0 20
1. Technology of low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, p .315
2. Couttesy of Ur. L. C. Karrick.
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For further analysis of trie products yielded iron the 
distillation of coals the results of Drs.Yoiing and Dustan, of 
the East Ham Technical College is presented. These results 
7/ere obtained from test runs of two to five tons of co~l. The 
quantities re in net amounts per ton of corl.1
Cannel Oorl I?o 2
Smokeless,fuel, 1^00 pounds.
Surplus stripped ~as, 5,000 cubic feet 
Sulphate of ammonia, 6.5 pounds.
Oil, as er analysis C,53*5 gallons 
Naphtha, from stripping gas, 4.95 galloiiS
Bituminous Coal
Smokeless fuel, 1400 pounds.
Surplus stripped gas, 5,000 cubic feet. 
Sulph te of ammonia, 2^.8 pounds.
Oil a3 per analysis E, 22 gallons 
Iiaphtha, from stripping gas, 2.2 grlions
Analysis C
Water free oil, specific Gravity, 0 .916, 55.5 gallons 
light oil, distilled rt 170° C . , 3 .8  gallons.
Hid die oil, 14 gallons.
Oil above 270° C. , (crude lubricating o il), 20 gr\llo,.s. 
Tar acid3, 4 g.llorff.
Pitch, 150 pounds.
1. Bureau of Hines, T. P. , 125, R. H. Fern Id , page 127.
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Analysis K
7/ater-free oil, specific gravity, 1 .06 , 22 gallons, 
light oil distilled at 170° C. , 1.3 g: lions 
Lliddle oil, containing 10$ tar acids, 5.7 gallons 
Oils above 270° C . , 4 g'llons.
Pitch (bitumino&s), 90 pounds.
The naphtha obtained by stripping the gas is mixed with 
the light oil distilled from the crude oil. They r.re, when 
treated..and cleaned, used for gasoline.
The yield of smokeless fuel from a ton of coal will vary 
a little according to the coal and the degree, or time of dis­
tillation. The yield from low temperature coke .irocesses as 
shown will not .vary much from 1400 p o u n d s . T h e  yield from 
the stesm process for Utah coals will,according to LEr. Xarrick, 
be slightly under this amount. There is slightly more volatile 
matter in the stesm distilled fuel and it is more easily ig­
nited and kept burning. The quality of the steamed coke for 
domestic fuel is equal or superior to t :e other, but :'is not 
as suitable in the steel or iron smelting furnace because of 
the friability, it is not as nard a.xi. would crush.~
It is very clear that the :?re test potential market for 
the low temperature coke is that of household fuel. This 
smokeless fuel is ideal for this purpose, since it is cle 'n ,
1. Technolo y of low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, p 315
2. Courtesy of LIr. L .J . Karrick, also, Coal Caroonization,
Porter, pages 405-406
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ignites easily, and burns readily with little attention. 
Fireplaces and stoves emit the larger portion of the heat by 
radiation. An investigation by .Dr. Fishenden on the effic­
iency of the low temper:'.-ure coke, as compared with ordinary 
coal proved the superior quality of the smokeless fuel. Three 
tests were made on various types of open grates. In the first 
test, a radiation efficiency of 19.7 per cent was obtained for 
the coke, as ccnnared to 17.3 per cent for bituminous coal.
The second test showed the semi-coke to have a Radiation ef­
ficiency of 24.0 per cer.t and the bituminous coal 19.5 per cent, 
The third test gave corresponding figures of 30.8 ;er cent 
and 24.2 per cent. This shows an efficiency of 20 to 25 per 
cent greater for the smokeless fuel.
Three other tests were conducted by Fishendenfin Kitchen
boilers. The radiation tests were in the per cent of efficiency
to coal
of the smoke less fuel/ as follows: 17.3 to 13 .1 ; 20.7 to 14 .5 ; 
and 41.0 to 31 .0 , for the three tests. In ordinary kitchen 
ovens, however, the coke did not show any increase in efficiency 
over coal, but prob .'oly in an oven designed to take better 
advantage of the increased: radiation this could be improved.
"The advantage of low te:..perature coke over coal, aside 
from its smokeless quality, lies in its superior radiation,
1. Fishdnden, Fuel Research Board, Tech. Paper Lo. 3, -1921
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which is mo3t apparent v/hen the distmce from the fuel bed 
to boiler or oven is small. When they are far apart, the ad­
vantage of trie colce diminishes and the longer and luminous 
flame of the coal gives better reaults*
The ?as produced by the steam process varies with the
Utah
degree of heat and stripping. £ ton of/coal will yield from 
one thousand cubic feet of 1,035 B .t .u . to 4000 cubic feet of 
800 B .t.u* The average yield of gas for Utah coals is about
5
3500 cubic feet of 800 B .t .u* By more complete carbonization
there can be produced as high as one hundred twelve thousend
2
cubic feet of gas, of 340 B .t.u* per cubic feet*
The crude oil yield may vary with different types of 
coal arid the method of distillation.^ The average for Utah 
coals will range from twenty-five to thirty, by the steam 
distillation method. Laboratory experiments of this crude 
oil tend to show that it will yield when cracked and treated, 
about 30 percent of gasoline by volume.
The gasoline is high grade anti-knock motor fuel, rang­
ing with the ethyl treated product of petroleum.4"
1. Fishenden, Fuel Research Board, 2-ch. Paper fid. 3, 1931
3. Technology of Low Temperature C- rfonizaticn, Gentry, p 315
3. Idem.
4. Coal Carbonization, Porter, page 404.
5* Courtesy, IJr* L. C. Karrick
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The gasoline distilled from the oil manufactured from 
coal ha3 a greater horse power productivity than petroleum 
gasoline. A test by V/. 0. Hinkley showed that v/ith the same 
type engine and under the same conditions, the gasoline from 
coal developed 36 H. P. as compared to 54.5 H. P. for the 
oth er.
Another test by Thos. Uidgely, Jr. in the laboratories
of the General Ilotors Corporation, proved the superiority of
2
this fuel over fcther gasolines.
"The heating value of benzene (gasoline produced from 
coal) per gallon is 137,000 3 . t .u . as against 113,500 B .t .u . 
for an average gasoline. As to radiator temperature, however, 
it has been found in comparative engine tests that no appre­
ciable difference therein results, when the usual cooling 
mesns are applied. With a leaner mixture the benzene does 
the work of a richer mixture of gasoline, as carburetor 
adjustment in comparative engine te3ls has demonstrated. Un­
der equal conditions mileage per gallon has been increased 
approximately 20 per cent by the use of benzene as compared
to g aso lin e .-- Cerbon when formed at all is more flocculent
and easier to blow out by the exhaust than when xormed from 
gasoline."^
1. J. Soc. Automotive Engineers, 11 359 - 62 , 1922
2. Journ. Ind. Eng. Chem. 14, 894-8, 1922.
3. Coal Carbonization, Porter, page 404-5
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As a combined product in the distillation of coal is 
the production of electricity* There are no accurate fig­
ures as to the extra coat of producing this electricity, but 
it will be very little other than the cost of the machinery.
As seen in the diagram, Table Ilo.EO , the steam used to dis­
till the coal is run through the turbines before it is reheated# 
The extra cost, Other than equipment v/ill be the loss in tem­
perature of running the 3team through the tnrbine before it 
is super heated for distillation.
Estimated on the basis of twenty pounds of steam per Kwhr. 
for production of electricity and 2000 pounds of water for the 
distillation of one ton of coel, there could be generat6d 100 
Xwlirs. of electticity for every ton of coal treated. A plant 
large enough f or the distillation of 1000 tons of coal per 
day would justify the installation ol electrical equipment 
for generation of IOC,Q00 Xwhrs., or a 2400 K. P. steam gen­
eration plant.’*’
Water Requirements for Distillation
The water problem in Utah relative to the establishment 
of an industry where water is a pri .e factor in the location 
of the plant has been discussed in the preaeeding chapter and
1. Courtesy of Hr* 1. C. Xarrick and Associate Engineers.
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Description of Flow Diagram of the Proposed Karrick
Coal Treating Plant
Raw coal (1) is screened and the solid coal introduc­
ed into the retort(2) where it is distilled, it is then 
stored (4) for sale as smokeless fuel# The fine and dust 
coal is used for fuel under the steam boiler (3)# The stesm 
from (3) is either directly introduced into the retort (2) 
or the turbine (5) if electricity is generated. From the 
turbine the steam is transferred to the superheater (8) 
then into the retort (2) for distillation of the coal# The 
hot vapors are conducted into the condenser (10) and (7 ). 
Here the naphtha, gas and crude oil are separated. The 
gas is conducted to the storage tank (9) and held for sale 
and fuel for the superheater# The oil is stored in (6 ). 
Separation of the ammonia is not shown but is taken out in 
(7) and conducted to a plant far refining and finishing 
into ammonium sulphate.
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will not need repetition.
The total amount of water, as steam, will fee greater in 
the distillation of coal, by the method proposed by Llr.
Karrick and associate engineers, than for distillation of oil 
shales. For the ordinary low temperature coke plants it is, 
however, much less.
Estimation as to the amount of water that will be re­
quired for distillation of the coal and refinement of the oil, 
given by Ur. Karrick for his method is, about one pound of 
replacement water for every pound of coal treated. Or for a 
one thousand ton capacity distillation plant it would require 
125,000 gallons of water for replacement of loss in evaporation 
and contamination.-^ This amount includes the establishment 
of a 2,400 H. P. electrical unit, in connection, with the 
distillation and the refining of the manufactured oil for gas­
oline and fuel oil.
Marketing of the products of the distillation of oil from 
coal must be considered in the location of the distillation 
plant. At the present freight rates it may be much cheaper 
to transport the coal from the mine to the market than to trans­
port the products ?ifter distillation. This factor in some cases
1. Courtesy, Mr* L. C. Karrick, and Associate Engineers.
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will give more advantage to t:ie location of the plant near 
the market ard thereby alleviate the domestic water supply 
problem.
Cost of Mining
The cost of mining coal as given by the Utah Cool Pro­
ducers Association, and discussed in the preceding chapter, 
was ^1.87 per ton. This figure v/ill be greatly reduced with 
the utilization of the mine machinery and application of more 
efficient methods of mining* Host of the coil, mining is now 
done by h6nd labor because the volume of production is in­
sufficient for the efficient utilization oi machinery. The 
expenQe per ton of coal mined by the machinery nov/ used is 
high because of the inability of the owners to keep the mach­
inery in constant use.
As shown in Chapter II  coal could be produced in Utah 
for less than a dollar ier ton at the mine.
The establishment of coal treatinr pl -nts in Utah would 
be a "boon" to the coal mining industry and the eople employ­
ed in coal mining. At the present rate of production the mines 
are onl * oeing wor' ed • t about one half to one third capacity. 
The mining machinery that is nov; employed in only utilized at 
about 50 per cent capacity, however, for ealt producticn periods 
this machinery is necessary. The establishment of a distillat-
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ion plant would tend to reduce the seasonal production peaks.
Cos ts of Distillation
Estimation a3 to the cost of distilling coal by the use 
of steam, as given by LIr. Karrick, is approximately ^1.25 per 
ton for a large capacity plant including office and interest 
expenses and depreciation on the distillation, but not for the 
•electrical generation equipment. It does, however, include 
the cost of the steam delivered to the generators.
This is considera. ly lower than the estiuated C0 3t of 
low temperature distillation given by Hr. Gentry.1 He ^ives 
the total operating and fixed charges of lor; temperature car­
bonization as ranging from *1.94 to $ .5 7 .  The fixed operat­
ing charges for these saue type retorts were *1.29 and Cl. 65 
per ton.
For a comparison one of the types of low temperature
2 ' 
coke ovens extimated by Mr. Gentry, Type 1, and the plant
contemplated for conatruction in Utah by Ur, Karrick and 
Associates will be ^resented. j-t will be remembered that both 
types are just estimates, but may serve a3 a basis for com­
parison.
1. Technology of Low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, page 321
2. Idem, page 315.
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Table No. 1 9 --Table oi Operation and Hevcnue Estimation







Coke, poands 1,450 ^5.62
Gas, Cu. feet 2,400 1.30
Oil gallons 25 2.18



















Reduction for Depreciatipn, 







Estimated Net Profit &3. do 05.10
The estimated capital cost of Type 1, including retorts,
by-product condensing pi nt, etc., lifrht ftil scrubbing plant ,
etc., and ammonium sulphate plant ia £>1,590.00 ^ per ton of
coal daily. Estimations for the Ty e^ 3 are not rv ilable but
v;e will assume them to be the same as Type 1.
The prices allowed for the products are the average for
2
the United States, 1926, and are as follows:
1. Technology of Low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, page 320
2. Idem, pages 318-321.
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Smokeless fuel, per ton 
Gasf on the basis of value of B .t .u .
per thousand cubic feet.
Oil per gallon
Gasoline,lbenzene) per gallon 
Ammonium sulphate per pound
The coal price for Type 1 was the average for the United
States at the ovens.; for Utah, Type 3, price at the mine.1
From the estimated net profits the freight tariff to the
markets for the by-products will have to be deducted. They
will average approximately as following:2 for coke, $2*50 per
ton for one hundred miles and $4.50 for four hundred miles;
/ _ 
crude oil in tank c a r s ,^O . 19 for cne hundred miles and *0.36
for seven hundred miles, per hundred pounds; ammonium sulphate 
per hundred pounds, $0.20 for one hundred miles and ^0.30 for 
four hundred miles. The teriff on gasoline is about 25 per 
cent higher then the tariff on crude oil.
The gas may Le piped at low costs for long distances 
where there is a slight decline and not too many dips and humps 
in the line, vfliich will cause difficulties from the accumu­
lation of gas at the apexes.
1. Utah Cool Producers Association.— It is estimated that coal 
could be obtained at the mine in UtrJi for approximately 
$1.00 per ton.
2. Technology of Low temperature Carbonization, Gentry, p 362
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The freight on the untreated coal is at the present rates 
but little more than for the smokeless fuel. The advantages, 
therefore, may be for the location of the plant near the con­
suming market* Other advantages such as living quarters,la­
borers, supplies and water may be had in the location of the 
plant near the consuming centers in U£ah*
Indications show from Table No* 19 that the income from 
the various products manufactured in the distillation of 
ooal is sufficient to justify establishment of an industry, 
and to insure its successf providing the by-products can be 
disposed of without too great a sacrifice or expenditure of 
money*
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Con elusion
The situation in Utah, v,lth respect to petroleum pro­
duction, transportation, disadvantage, etc. and the abund­
ance and quality of the coal reserves, Is conducive,it seems, 
to the establishment of an industry for the manufacture of 
oil and otiier products from coal.
It would partially eliminate the waste in burning un­
treated coal, tend to stimulate other industrial activity, 
and greatly reduce the cost of mining coal by making it 
possible to more profitably utilize machine and hand labor.
The costs of treating coal for the manufacture of by­
products are estimated to be less by the use of steam, than 
by other low temperature processes* The quality of the by­
products is generally higher,but the residue (smfekeless 
fuel) for use in metallurgical processes is inferior*
Extensive study of the situation in Utah indicates 
that these products might be produced at a profit under the 
present mining and distribution conditions.
The quality of the products manufactured from coal 
in tests made by governmental and private reserrch menf 
from which the following citations are taken, is very high* .
For domestic use the smokeless fuel v.iien burned in an 
open grate or kitchen boiler, delivers 20 to 25 per cent more
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heat than the untreated bituminous coal*1 The smokeless 
fuel is also much cleaner to handle. The gas varies, ac­
cording to the degree of stripping And distillation of the 
coal, from 130 to 1000 and higher B. t. u. per cubic feet, 
the greater the B .t.u* value the fewer the cubic feet of gas 
that can be distilled from the coal. The gasoline obtained 
in stripping the gas and fractionation of the oil is equal in
quality to any of the ethyl treated gasolines. Tests made
2
by Dr. Fishenden, show that more horsepower is developed in
an
internal combustion motors, aud/increa3e in mileage of about 
twenty per cent is obtainable, tinder the same conditions.
The oil, by experimental tests, indicates that a yield 
by volume of approximately 25 per ctot of gasoline, 10 per 
cent kerosene and 20 per cent good quality fuel oil may be
a
obtained.
The establishment of such an industry would not only 
tend to save the apparent economic waste of these by-pro- 
ducts in burning coal, but would aid in the solution of the 
smoke abatement problem in which there is a- present
1. Technology of Low Temperature Distillation, Gentry, page 157
2. Coal Carbonization, Porter, page 404.
3 . Mr. L. C. Karrick, 1932, Tests in U. of U. Laboratories.
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considerable interest* Also, as a complimentary product in 
the process of distillation of cool, electrical energy;can 
be produced at a minimum cost* iluch has been said concern­
ing the lack of cheap electrical power in Utah as the chief 
limiting factor in retarding industrial development in the 
st?„te* A partial solution of this difficulty :night be found 
in the establishment of an industry for the manufacture of 
by-products from coal.
It is estimated that in a 1000 ton daily capacity coal 
retorting plant there would be sufficient steou generated 
to develop 100,000 kwhrs# of electrical power, with no ex­
tra cost, (excet for capital investment of electrical equip­
ment, etc.) other than the loss in temperature of the steam 
passing through the turbines*'*'
Marketing of these products v/ill be in most cases com­
petitive with other products of coal and petroleum* It will 
likely require considerable demonstration to convert the 
public to the use of these somewhat new products* Public 
regulations now in force will likely handicap the distribu­
tion of the gas and eldctricnl energy in some of the larger 
cities* However, if this industry is developed by the j>ro- 
per interests these difficulties might be reduced to a min­
imum, and in many cases tend to alleviate some of the pre­
sent difficulties of supplying heat and light to certain 
territories*
1* 1* 0* Karrick and Associated Engineers*
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Markets and marketing conditions are continually chang­
ing and it is therefore very difficult to predict what me­
thods or organizations v/ill be most economically suited' 
for the distribution tit these products. The following quo­
tation from Mr. Slosson given at a convention of thirteen 
nations assembled to discuss fuel and fuel processing, how- 
ever, fits the circumstances here very appropriately*
"There is no world organization that crm exercise the 
right of eminent domain over natural resources and compel 
a country to stop wasting its coal and oil or to employ its 
unused land and water power* But all the seme, and all the 
more, we should rejo5.ee when any one discovers how to make 
a profit out of a v/a^te product or how to make a process 
more efficient* When a way is found to convert a low grade 
lignite into a high class motor fuel,*** or to clean the 
air of our industrial towns, or to raise the efficiency of 
a fuel by low temperature carbonization, he has thereby 
benefited the human race, living and to eofne*"
1* Technology of low Temperature Carbonization, Gentry, 
page 369*
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